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EDITORIALS fe 
By PROF. WILLIAM ARTHUR GANFIELD % 

PARTIES IN AMERICAN ernment and some form of government 
POLITICS. regulation. In many quarters the in- 

fluence of political parties is declining 

The original method of nominating and e‘iorts are being made to lodge 

candidates for the office of President more power with the people. Out of 

of the United States was by a caucus this opposition to party power and 

of party leaders in Congress. This party control has grown the use of the 

plan broke down in 1824 and was fol- primary. The use of the primary is be- 

lowed by a plan of nominating “favor- ing urged for romination of Presiden- 

ite sons” by the commonwealth legis-  ti:] candidates. It is being developed 

latures. This was an awkward and on a non-partisan basis in the smaller 

clumsy method of making nominations. political units, and it is not impossible 
It never gave satisfaction. It speedily that within a few years our state and 

gave way to the National Convention. national officers may be nominated by 

These big Conventions were made pos- non-partisan primary system. 

sible by the improvements in transpor- Aside from the unquestioned evils in 

tation and were made desirable by the the actual working of political parties 

growing National Spirit and the the- in modern states, considerable differ- 

ory of popular sovereignty. ence of opinion exists as to the merits 

The political parties arose as volun- of the party system itself. Its oppo- 

tary associations of individuals uniting nents claim that the existence of several 

or disbanding at pleasure. They now great political organizations, within 

perform important political functions:in which there is substantial agreement on 

the several states and in the nation. questions of governmental policy, is . 

They are, however, extra-legal organ- contrary to the psychology of human 

izations, not being legally established nature. Théy argue that people are 

as regular organs of government or not divided into a few great groups, 

even as corporations. No social or- but hold all shades and combinations 

ganization performing important func- of opinion. Party agreement is there- 

tions, especially of a political nature, fore artificial, based upon- prejudice 

can long escape recognition by the gov- rather than on sound judgment. It’ is 

. .
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claimed that the party system is op- to the methods and power of the great 
posed to democracy, that “party con- political parties. Some fundamental re- 

: trol suppresses those individual opin- forms are needed, but the way of prog- 
ions and actions that are the very es- ress is not on the road of the radical. 
sence of free government, and that it is Revolutions are painful and involve se- 
a device for preventing the expression rious risk. Progress we must have. It 
of general will, obscuring public opin- is as needful in political life and insti- 
ion and setting up a new form of des- tutions as anywhere, but gradual 
potism. Besides, since parties grow up changes are wiser, safer and more per- 
as extra-legal organizations, outside the manent than revolutions. Democracy 
regular machinery of the state, they must be maintained. Government by 
tend to be irresponsible and uncon- the people must not perish. But Demo- 
trolled, and offer opportunity for boss cratic government is not so dependent 
rule, corruption and misgovernment.” upon the form of the political machin- 

We have tried to be fair in this state- ery as it is upon the intelligence and 
ment of the position of the opponents of character of the people. Government 
political parties. We find, however, that by the people depends for its perma- 
history refutes the “psychology of hu- mency upon the intelligence, moral 
man nature.” The existence of groups character, and patriotism of the people 
or parties is a fact of history, is neces- themselves. The men and agencies 

. sary, and is natural. People ordinarily _ which contribute to these ends do more 
fall into four general groups: reaction- to secure the permanence of our dem- : 
aries who desire to return to past cratic institutions than the radical pol- 
methods, who dote upon the good old itician who devotes his energies to wav- 
times; conservatives who desire to ing the red flag. 
maintain the existing institutions and Ignorance and freedom are contra- 
conditions; liberals who “aim at prog-  dictory terms. Democracy demands 
ress through reforming existing meth- and requires an intelligent body of cit- 
ods and expanding existing institu- izens. States are moral in their char- 
tions ;” and radicals who would destroy acter. Republican states take their 
the existing institutions and set up a character from the character of the cit- 
new order of things. izens. You cannot maintain a strong 

In practice these four groups may State where political virtue and moral 

often divide into two parties, becoming Character are lacking in the citizens. 
known as conservatives and ljberals, or Patriotism involves sacrifice, active in- 
liberals and radicals. Just now, in terest in public affairs, and a willing 

America there is a widespread tendency ‘Service for the general good. With 
toward the breakdown of the old par- these -requisites, democratic govern- 
ties and a new alignment of men, but Ment is reasonably secure. Without 

there is no probability that parties in them no amount of overturning of in- 
some form shall cease to exist. Under Stitutions and methods will assure its 

the above classification the American Permanence. 
citizens would, at the present time, fall ee 

| into the three groups, conservative, lib- A NEW PARTY. 
eral, and radical. . Shall we have a new political party? 

There are many evils in American It has been many times suggested and 
politics. Some of these evils are due recently hinted from men and sources .
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that make it seem almost probable. This will doubtless be considered a 
It hardly seems possible that the old question of expediency. Assume that 
political parties can be much longer the hint of a new party for 1912 really 
held together. The breach between means serious effort in that direction. | 
the leaders is becoming so wide as to It then becomes a question whether it | 
be almost impassable. It does not seem were better to start that party before | 
likely that LaFollette would again sup- the National Conventions and thus se- 
port Taft for President. There is little cure all possible support and a longer 
or no probability of LaFollette securing time in which to perfect organization, 
the nomination at the next Republican or wait until after the National Con- 
National Convention. Suppose that he ventions, and being defeated in the ef- 
should, would the party as a whole fort to nominate candidates, there to 
accept him as their candidate? It is break with the party and hold a sep- 
impossible to think of certain of the arate convention and organize the new 
present party leaders and a large num- party. 
ber of the rank and file supporting More than speculation is impossible 
LaFollette for the office of President at this time. Judgments would differ 
in 1912. on the question whether party lines 

Will LaFollette and the so-called Should be broken at all, and likewise 
Progressives support the election of 8 to the manner and time when the 

. Taft? This seems, at least, improba- break should be made. 
ble. Upon the nomination of President No statement of “ought” can be made 
Taft for re-election what will the group in the matter. Any group or faction 
of opponents do? of either political party can withdraw 

If the Democrats should nominate such time ae they choose and deem Mr. Wilson, this wing of the Repub- best. The withdrawing factions from 
lican party might lend him their sup- both the old Parties can unite and form 

port, but this would only postpone the * "€W party. History ss replete with 
inevitable conflict. Ultimately there parties' and types It 1s easy to find 
will remain only two great political out what has been done. Tt is impos- parties. If a new party is formed it sible to foretell what will be done. 

will undoubtedly mean that there will oma unpT 
be three parties for a while and if the THE DAWN OF WORLD PEACE. 
new party succeeds one of the old ones The people of America are very 
will cease to exist. deeply interested in the General Arbi- 

If a new party is to be formed, spec- tration Treaties now before the United 

ulation arises as to how and when. States Senate and waiting for the rat- / 

There are only three questions; they ification. Many organizations and bod- 

are, why, how, when. The why is ap- ies of men are bringing pressure upon 

parent. The how is easily determined. their Senators to secure the ratification 
Th:t is a matter of constructing party of these treaties. Some objection to 
machinery, and involves the holding of the form of the treaties has arisen and 
a number of conferences and conven- there appears to be some confusion as 

tions. The when, is the present ques- to their proper interpretation and their 

tion with the leaders. If a new party, real meaning. Slight changes may <be 
or new alignment, is necessary or in- necessary to remove ambiguities of lan- 

_ evitable, when? guage. Beyond this, however, there
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should be no serious or thoughtful ob- burden of this military and naval equip- 

jection to the treaties. The principle ment has actually stunted and demor- 

of arbitration should receive our hearty alized the life of nations. It handicaps 

and unanimous assent. If we already and hinders the progress of humanita- 

behold the dawn of world peace, we rian movements. “Militarism is one 

should do all we can to hasten its full of the gigantic evils of our day. Against ) 

realization. it should be arrayed every thoughtful 
Considered from the standpoint of citizen and every institution making 

ultimate benefits to the human race, for progress of civilization and the ad- 

the movement for international arbi- vance of man. 

tration is the most vital and important In the great enterprise of achieving 
movement of modern times. In its re- international peace, the immediate step 
lation to our present and future well jis to bind nations closer together by 

being, it exceeds in importance the so- arbitration treaties. It is only by na- 

lution of the many political and eco- tions agreeing to submit their differ- 

nomic problems which are the subject ences to the arbitrament of reason, that 
of constant legislative discussion and reduction of armaments can be hoped 

enactment. Our politicians and states- for. The task now before the leaders 

men grow eloquent urging upon us of humanity is to devise treaties which 
some proposed economic reform or po- will extend the list of international 

litical issue, while they and we are too questions. Such treaties have been 
often thoughtless regarding this move- formulated recently between the United 
ment for world peace. States and Great Britain and between 

It is inspiring to witness the wide- the United States and France.” They 
spread interest in this movement at are the creation of some of the ablest, 
the present time. It is engaging the most far-seeing statesmen of these 
attention of many of the most enlight- three countries. Great Britain and 
ened minds of the civilized world. In France are ready to ratify these trea- 
proportion as this movement goes for- ties. The world awaits the action of 
ward, hopes arise of the possible dis- the United States Senate. Every legit- 

armament of nations, and the release of jmate effort should therefore be made 

mankind from the enormous debts now to secure their ratification. Should the 
being piled up for posterity to liqui- Senate reject them, then the United 
date. Multitudes of men now engaged States blocks the progress of the world. 
in armies and navies may be turned America is best fitted to become the 
into the more peaceful and economic peacemaker of the world. Her situa- 

pursuits. tion and her traditions fit her for this 

The present armed peace is a serious peculiar mission. If the United States 

burden upon the human race. “There has a mission beyond her own confines, 
| are today more guns and bayonets, it is to blaze the way to universal ar- 

more bombs and shells, more soldiers bitration among the nations. We do 

on the land and more ships of war not covet the territory of our neigh- 
upon the seas than in any preceding bors. We do not seek the acquisition 

century in the history of the world. of lands upon other continents. We 

More money is now expended in get- are free from foreign entanglements 

ting ready for war than was spent in and embarrassing complications. The 
former times in waging war.” The efforts we make, therefore, in behalf of —
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international peace cannot be regarded in irrigation works would reclaim | 

with suspicion or ulterior motives. 240,000 acres, and provide homes for 

The spirit of justice governs our re- 8,000 families and increase the taxable 

lations with other countries. We are property not less than $24,000,000. 

therefore specially qualified to set a The money spent in battleship con- 

pace for the rest of the world. struction in a single year would deepen 
The New York Peace Society has the channel of the Mississippi River as 

prepared some very striking tables set- far as the Twin Cities of the north and 
ting forth what might be accomplished thus greatly cheapen the cost of trans- 

in peace pursuits, with the money ex- portation of the commerce of the entire 

pended in war. The cost of a battle- northwest on its way to the gulf. Less 

ship is $12,000,000. The ship will not than twenty years, even at the present 

last longer than about twenty years. rate, would cover the cost of the con- 
The cost of sustaining it for that pe- struction of the Panama Canal, com- 

riod is about $800,000 per year. This plete a system of Deep Waterways, of 

involves a total cost of $28,000,000. National Forests, of irrigation for arid 

There are better ways of spending lands, and leave money enough to pay 

our nation’s income. It is plain thatif the National Debt. 

we ceased to maintain the military reg- Applied to the elimination of disease 

ime, our government could expend large it would within a few years make a 

sumsuponotherlinesofnational progress case of tuberculosis as rare as a case 

orcould reduce the tariff and thereby re- of smallpox and thereby remove the 
duce the cost of living. most dreaded plague of the present 

Fifty Manual Training Schools could — time. 

be built and equipped with necessary This brief statement of facts and fig- , 

tools and appliances for the cost of a ures are taken from reliable sources 

single battleship. This would give val- furnished by the New York Peace So- 

uable instruction to 75,000 young peo- ciety. They are so full of meaning that 

ple every year. American citizens ought to be moved 

The entire White Mountain Forest to bring pressure upon Senators to rat- 
Reserve, containing 25,000 acres of ify the present treaties and thus hasten 

burned-over and unproductive lands, the Dawn of World Peace. 

could be purchased and planted for the —_ 
cost of one battleship. Think what this THE ANTI-TRUST LAW. 
would meau to the future resources of The country was recently stirred by 

the country. How much wiser the pol- an editorial by Theodore Roosevelt in 
icy of providing for the needs of future the Outlook, on the Trusts, the People 
generations than leaving them a bur- and the Square Deal. Speaking of the 

den of debt and depleted resources. Anti-Trust Law, he writes this para- 

The cost of the Congressional li- graph: “The Anti-Trust Law cannot 

brary at Washington, the finest library meet the whole situation nor can any 
building in the world, was built for but modification of the principle of the 

little over the cost of one battleship Anti-Trust Law avail to meet the 

and is maintained for less than the cost whole situation. There are many men 

of keeping a battleship afloat. who think that it is possible by 
An investment of $9,000,000, three- strengthening the Anti-Trust Law to 

fourths the cost of one battleship, used restore business to the competitive con-
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ditions of the middle of the last cen- ing as its motives and methods are fair 

tury. Any such effort is foredoomed and just or unfair and bad. It is not 

to end in failure and if successful would size, but conduct. The thing needed 

be mischievous in the last degree. Busi- is not that we shall oblige all corpora- 

ness cannot be successfully conducted tions to remain small and wear them- 

in accordance with the practices and selves out maintaining a constant strife th 

theories of sixty years ago unless we of competition, but rather let us permit 

abolish steam, electricity, big cities, them to grow large and strong, acquire 

and in short, not only all modern busi- power to produce more and at reduced 

ness, and modern conditions, but all cost, and then prescribe for them a 

the modern conditions of our civiliza- rule of conduct. A big government of 

tion. The effort to restore competi- a big country need not fear a big in- 

tion as it was sixty years ago, and to dustry. Government regulation is not 

trust for justice solely to this restora- State Socialism. 

tion of competition, is just as foolish What is needed is a uniform method 

as if we should go back to the flint- of incorporation and a single authority 

locks of Washington’s Continentals as for control. So long as the several 

a substitute for our modern weapons _ states shall compete for the chance of 

of precision.” incorporating business corporations, by 

In fact we cannot go back to the granting easy methods of incorporation, 

principles and methods of sixty years lax control or no control at all, requir- 

ago. The inevitable forces of social and ing the complainant to go always to the 
industrial progress oppose such an ef- trouble and expense of litigation in the 

fort. The big industry, the combina- Courts, just so long will we have un- 
. tion, is here and here to stay. The just discriminations, and “cut price” 

Anti-Trust Law belongs to the begin- and rate wars, resulting in combina- 
ning of the period of big industry. Men tions acting in restraint of trade. The 

were determined to prevent the com- Way out may be found through provi- 

bination. The law is an expression of sion for federal incorporation, and fed- 

the feeling that competition was the eral control by a commission, with au- 

cure-all for industrial ills. In spite of thority to hear complaints, correct 
the law combinations were formed. The @buses and determine policies which 

law remained inoperative as respects are lawful and fair. 

many of these combinations. Some of Ott 

them have been promoted by unfair WHAT WILL ROOSEVELT DO? 

methods and have resulted in injury to What will Roosevelt do? This was 

trade. The remedy is now, however, the question in the minds of Ameri- 
in a breaking up of all combinations, ca’s millions when he was ushered into 
good or bad, and a return to small com- office by the death of our martyred Mc- 

petitive industry. Kinley. In spite of the fact that he had | 
| Some combinations are good, some insisted’ during: all his full term that 

| industries can be conducted success- he would regard that as a second term 
| fully only on a large scale. The indus- and would not again be a candidate for 

try is not to be condemned because of the office,.the American people con- 

its size, nor simply because it is the tinued to be moved by hopes, expecta- 
result of combination. The corpora-. tions, or fearsy and the question was 
tion or industry is.good or bad accord- constantly uppermost in men’s minds _ 

: ‘ :
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when he was about to retire from of- are worse things than Republican de- 

fice. Then everywhere men asked what feat. The country would probably sur- 

can an ex-president do? Again, when vive a Democratic victory. 

he was about to return from the great There is probably no man in the 

hunting trip, it was the same time-worn country today, of keener political in- 

question, and now, as the time for the sight, more sound political principles, 

A political conventions draws near, it is or more vigorous thinking than Theo- 

the same questions in the minds of dore Roosevelt. He can render the 

men. Nation and the world an invaluable 

The publication of his world’s stir- service by the close application of his 

ring editorial on The Trusts and the mind to the problems of state and by 
Square Deal, has set the whole coun- vigorous discussion of them. He can 
try buzzing with curiosity and wonder become a Nation’s instructor in the af- 

whether he were about to become a_ fairs of National life. 

candidate again for the office of Presi- In the suggestion, we do not wish 
dent. to indicate that the people should al- 

Why insist on running the man for W@YS accept his utterances and conclu- 

this high office? Why oblige him to ‘ions. We do not want a man to do 
make constant protests against the use OUT thinking for us. The man who 
of his name among the list of candi- makes us think for ourselves has done 

dates? Why not let the man select his "S # greater service. It is the habit of 
own career? He will do it anyway. some Politicians that when they have 

Mr. Roosevelt was a great President. spoken, their friends and followers 

History will accord him a place in the have nothing more to say save to quote 

first rank of American Presidents. He the leader's latest speech. It is Mr. 

is today a distinguished citizen. He is Roosevelt's fortune that he makes us 
an extremely practical man. He has, think until “ have opinions of our 
also, a profound respect for sentiment. OW": This is the larger and better 

There prevails a sentiment which has “TV!C€- 
become crystallized into a custom that Tepegebnnee fom wet 

our American Presidents should not THE SHORT BALLOT. 

hold office for more than eight years. The Short Ballot Organization com- 

This is a good sentiment and custom. plains of the dangerous power of our’ 

If once broken, there would remain no politicians. They ascribe the fault, not 

natural limit and the office could read- to any civic indifference of the people. 
ily fall into the hands of someone who but to the fact that we are living under 

would build up a great machine and a form of democracy that is unwork- 

seek to retain the office for life. Mr. able: It is charged that our present 

Roosevelt does the country a genuine political method is in serious fault, be- 

service when he obliges us to respect a cause it submits to popular election, of- ' 

| sentiment which we might otherwise _ fices which are not sufficiently important 

be willing to set aside. . to attract public attention; because it 

It is urged that Roosevelt is the only submits to popular .election ‘so. many 

man who could save the Republican public offices at one time that many of. 

party from either being split-before the them are inevitably crowded ‘out from 

election, or from defeat at the polls in. proper public attention, and because it 

1912. Possibly this is so. But there submits to popular election so many 

{
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offices at one time that the business of Theodore Roosevelt says: “Govern- 

making up the elaborate tickets neces- mental power should be concentrated 

sary at every election makes the po- in the hands of a very few men, who 

litical machine an indispensable instru- would be so conspicuous that no citi- 

ment in electoral action. zen could help knowing all about them 

It is readily apparent that these and the elections should not come fre- 

charges are well founded. The result quently.” 

of having so many names upon the bal- The advocates of Commission Gov- 

lot is that the names and candidates do ernment claim that it meets these re- 
not have sufficient scrutiny by the quirements and that it is supported by 
voter, and many men are elected to of- many peculiar advantages. The best 
fice who owe their election, not to the claim for the Commission system is 

voter so much as to the makers of the that it will bring a better class of men 

party ticket. This gives the political into office. If the system will accom- 
machine an undue power which is often plish this result, it should speedily be 

capable of great abuse. adopted by American cities. Herein 

The Short Ballot principles are: lies the one salvation of the American 

First—That only those offices should city. Councilmen and aldermen, as a 

be elective which are important enough rule, have been men of small capacity. 

to attract and deserve public attention. They have been persons who have giv- 

-Second—That very few offices should en no evidence of a capacity to admin- 

be filled by election at one time, so as ister the affairs of a great city, and ex- 

to permit adequate and unconfused perience has not only demonstrated 

public examination of the candidates. their unfitness for city administration, 

These principles are receiving in- but has also shown them to be pecu- 

creasing recognition and support liarly susceptible to corrupt and de- 

throughout the country. The result basing influences. 

must be that many offices of present American political experience may be 

minor importance shall be increased in said to have established this principle: 

real importance or else be put off the that “small bodies with large powers 

ticket and made appointive. The wave attract a better class of men than large 

of charter reform in American munici- bodies with small powers.” 

pal government results from applica- Men are more ready to accept re- 

tion of these principles. The Commis- sponsibility where they may have a free 

sion Government for American cities hand, and may receive the merit for 

is receiving widespread popular favor. successful service. 

It is the most conspicuous and popular The first essential in a system of 

movement in the realm of municipal government is that it shall attract ca- 

affairs, which our country has ever wit- pable men to positions of trust and re- 

nessed. One of the reasons of its pop- sponsibility. The second requisite is 

ularity is its conformity to the Short that it provide a machinery for the 

Ballot principle. Under this plan elec- selection of men of this type for office. | 

tions are held less frequently, few The non-partisan primary for nomina- 

names appear on the ballot, and the tion is intended to accomplish the nom- 

offices are of such importance that the ination of more desirable candidates 

voter takes a larger interest in the can- than have commonly been selected by 

: didate. the “ward boss.” The elimination of
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the ward, and election by the entire proved city administration. 

city increases the chances of election While the Commission government 

of the better and more capable men. seems likely to be a most excellent sys- 

The doing away with ward representa- tem for the administration of the small- 

tion and reducing the size of the body er cities, it does not give promise of 

tends to remove the evil of log rolling being well suited to the big city. The 

so common in American legislative number of appointive officers in the 

bodies. big city is greater, the interests of the 

Under the old system the alderman different sections of the city are more 

was primarily concerned with the in- varied, the legislative demands upon 

terests of his own ward and frequently the council are varied and numerous. 

engaged in a vote trading agreement It seems therefore necessary to have a 

with representatives of other wards. A representative council to properly con- 

small body of three or five Commis- sider and legislate for the interests of 

sioners, elected by and representing the _ the larger cities of the country. 

whole city, will have no temptation to a 

consider ward interests as against the THE LOS ANGELES ELECTION. 

interest of the whole city. In the municipal election at Los An- 

The results claimed for the Commis- geles on December 5th Mr. Job Harri- 

sion system are threefold. A more eco- man, the Socialist candidate, was over- 

nomical and efficient administration of _whelmingly defeated by the good gov- 
city affairs, a better control of moral ernment candidate, Mr. George Alex- 

and social conditions, including the ander. The election came at the close 

elimination of civic vice and corrup- of a long and thorough campaign. 

tion, a more rapid progress in civic Those who seek to explain the result 

improvements. of the election divide into three groups. 

If these results are accomplished it The Socialists blame the trial and con- 

is because of two things: First, that fession of the McNamaras for the de- 

the new system offers better machin- feat of their candidate. The women 

ery for the conduct of city affairs; sec- claim the victory for good government 

ond, because better men are secured to to have resulted from their vote, this 

manage this social corporation. Too being the first election where the wom- 

much stress cannot be laid upon the en of the city took part. The average 

latter. Bad men‘or weak men are un- Citizen explains the election on the 

safe men. Bad men will themselves ground that the people are growing 

make ruin of the conduct of the city, tired of Socialism. 

and weak men will become the mere Undoubtedly all of these influences 

tools of some political boss or machine. combined. Each had its effect. Pos- 

“A new broom sweeps clean.” A sibly the influence of any one would 

new movement excites unusual inter- have been sufficient to secure the vic- 

est and enthusiasm. It is easy to un- tory for Alexander. The combination 

derstand how this new system has re- of influences resulted in his very large 

sulted in temporary improvement in vote. As a consequence of the victory 

the administration of the city. If it of the good government, there is gen- 

will stand the test of years and main- eral satisfaction throughout the city. 

tain a constant lively interest in civic At the same election there was sub- 

affairs, it will assure a greatly im- mitted to the people a very rigid pro-
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hibition ordinance. It proposed to pro- the crime and the criminals. Let us 
hibit all manufacture and sale of liquor, believe them truthful and sincere until 
the giving it away in clubs or private proven otherwise. Labor leaders do 
homes or elsewhere. Only by a physi- not advocate violence, nor do they con- 

_ Can’s préscription could it have been done crime. Nevertheless the attitude, 
possible to secure 4 drop of liquor had the spirit, the speeches, the feeling of 

‘the measure passed. -It was defeated, labor leaders, and laboring men, is 
The election emphasizes two important often such that it tends to produce in 
principles: First, that when the issue certain individuals the feeling that vio- 
is fairly drawn between good govern- lence is justifiable. Men brood upon 
ment and bad government the people their wrongs until they commit acts of ‘ 
may be depended ypon to prefer and this criminal character and think them- 
support good. government. Second, selves martyrs to a worthy cause. 
that reform is gradual, and reform For this situation there must be a 
measures must not be too extreme. cause. Either the laboring class do 

A frequent mistake of reformers is suffer. serious abuse or they are being 
that they are so zealous in their cause, deceived and made to think that their 
they propose and urge extreme meas- lot is one of unnecessary hardship. If 
ures and éuffer inevitable defeat. A the industrial condition is such that a 
half loaf is better than none. Com- real and unfair burden rests upon the 
promise with some gain, is better than laboring man, then the condition ought 

: no compromise and sure defeat. to be changed. If there is no unfair or 
 ——________ unnecessary hardship being suffered, if 

A STARTLING CONFESSION. the source of his discontent is to be 
. ; : fou i The confessions of the McNamara "© nd in the character of the labor 

: : * i is speeches, then the leaders are to blame brothers in the midst of the trial in 3 . . . 
-_ for this seething discontent. In either Los Angeles brought to a sudden cli- . a? x case we are carried beyond the crimi- max a case that promised to drag out . en ; 7 : nal to find the ultimate cause of the for a long time and involve a big ex- ‘ mee . . crime. The criiinal is a responsible i pense both to the state and the de- He j ilt Cri : : 

fense. The history of the case should 4": oS Sully. (rime is crime. : a 3 Murder is murder. He must suffer a impress some serious and important : oe : 1 : proper punishment. However, punish- essons upon our minds. es A 
ment will never crush the martyr | In the first place, we are awakened igit. ‘Tt matter t whether the deed | . : s to the seriousness of the attitude: sof oe . ‘a rks A. ‘i a 

| capital and labor. These criminals are CF ONE Oh mercy’ OF "violence; "whether - the cause be holy or unholy, whether not of the ordinary type. They are mot the man b al f 1 if 
: men of weak mind, irresponsible, and 4 oe SWiat # nn yr tee y sel 

lacking in understanding the character, C&°S'Ve f th at Is hist in oe epee 
of their actions.. They are, not crimi= che a i 7 i anarc ‘a m ca EsePeck: 
nals of the..kind who murder or rob: hak an eo wacehiat ra re at 
for the sake of gain. They.are:the Rhein ae an ‘st ot fear. We 
product of.a social condition.. We.do "VE DE fhe beck“ W ment. fi 4 
not believe that organized labor stands, MUSt 80 farther back. We must fin . . the cause. If the agitator has produced for violence... The expressions of Jabor,: the mental state of the criminal, then 
leaders.all over the land is convineing 1 the agitator must share in the blame 
on this point. They umiformly condemn and condemnation.
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Another serious lesson impressed by _ ligion, it is ever a serious misfortune 

this trial was this: There exists a wide- to stir up the discontent that arrays a 
spread feeling that the poor man can- man against his fellow and against the 
not or will not receive a fair trial and institutions of the land. Revolution is 

impartial justice when opposed by possibly justifiable, but the hatred that 

large wealth. The ready response to breeds personal attack and violence 

the appeal for a large “defense fund” upon men or institutions is unwarrant- 

was not simply an indication of belief ed, and rarely accomplishes any whole- 

in the innocence of these men. It was some result. The agitator has a tre- 

rather an expression of the general mendous responsibility. He must per- 

i feeling that without such a fund the suade minds without inflaming passion. 

accused men could not be entitled to Unless he is equal to this big task he 

a fair trial. , should at once cease his agitation. 

The service of capable lawyers must A third problem of interest arose in , 
be secured in order that the case may connection with the efforts to secure 
be conducted properly. Such attorneys a jury. The same situation arises in 

are deserving of a liberal fee, hence the effort to get-a jury for the trial of 

the need for a large fund. While this almost any case which has attracted 
line of argument may be acknowledged, widespread interest. It is next to im- 
the fact remains that it is a serious possible to secure an _ unprejudiced 

misfortune that there should prevail a jury for any important trial. This sit- 

feeling of dependence of justice upon uation arises partly because of the pub- 

larger expenditure. It is not the em-  licity given to all details of the case 
ployment of counsel, nor the payment before the matter is ever brought to 

of proper reward that we regret, but trial. It is altogether proper for the 
we do regret the lack of perfect con- press to publish the news and afford 

fidence in our institutions, and espe- their readers information regarding 

cially our courts. Here again it is these wrongful acts, but it is very 
hard to resist placing a large degree of doubtful wisdom on the part of many 

blame upon political agitators and la~ papers who deliberately “try the case,” : 

bor leaders for undermining confidence express convictions of guilt or inno- 

in the institutions of the land. cence and thereby deliberately pre- 

Society has room for the thoughtful, .judge the case and produce prejudice 
careful agitator. For the man who sees on the part of their readers. 

a serious evil, and has a real and efficient It is unfortunate that so long time 

remedy to propose and sincerely seeks often elapses between the crime and 

to awaken an interest in the proposed the trial. The attorneys take long 

reforms. weeks to prepare for a great legal bat- 

But for the man whose whole skill tle. Witnesses must be coached and 

and energy is devoted to agitation, must rehearse over and over again in 

who is devoted to the mischief of order that they may know the part 

arousing class hatred and prejudice, well. The preparations for a great 

society has no need, because his deeds trial are somewhat like the prepara- 

are evil. This man is society’s great- tions for staging a play, and naturally 

est enemy. Whether his motive be the crime seems to fall-into the back- ' 

good or bad, the results are the same. ground, and the interest of the audi- 

Whether in industry, politics, or re- ence is not so much in the crime, and 

;
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guilt or innocence of the accused, as it political considerations have not 
is in the skill of the actors and how weighed heavily with me. I have tried 
well each plays his part. It is a fur- to do in each case what seemed to me 
ther natural result that the jury think the wisest thing, regardless of its ef- 
themselves selected to “try the attor- fect upon my own future. Indeed, in 
ney” rather than to try the criminal. more than one instance I have been 

The method of the arrest of the crim- perfectly conscious whose bad blood 
inals has been quite overlooked in the would be stirred by some act of mine 
dramatic character of the close. It or some refusal to act. The circum- 
must not be forgotten, however, that stance that the same persons who hail 
the character of the arrest was so like me, after one application of equal jus- 
to a kidnapping that considerable feel- tice, as a far-seeing, conservative pa- 
ing was thereby aroused. Criminals triot, denounce me after the next as 

: are both shrewd and dangerous, and an  unreasoning radical does not 
their captors must be very shrewd greatly disturb my equanimity. I set 
likewise. Nevertheless there is a right that down as all in a day’s work.” 

and a wrong way of securing arrests We presume that very few readers 
and taking a criminal from one state will question this statement. No doubt 
to another, and the officers of the law many differ with the President in the 
should be careful to follow the right views, some feel that his advisers have 
way. The utmost care should be ob- sometimes been bad, some even ques- 
served in the execution of the law, not tion his political wisdom and sagacity, 
to arouse sympathy with the criminal, some wish he were more tactful and 

lest the treatment give merit to the cry compromising, but no one will question 
of persecution, and he become a hero his honesty and sincerity. However se- 
“hounded to his death” instead of be- rious his shortcomings of the head, no 
ing regarded as a criminal receiving one questions the uprightness of his 

Just prosecution. character or the sincerity of his heart. 
TT This is a big asset in a candidate for 

. PRESIDENT TAFT’S OWN VIEW. office. Political policies are matters of 
Large numbers of American people judgment. Upon these things good 

have read with keen interest President men differ, and both sides may be in 
Taft’s criticism of his own record. By error. The light of tomorrow proves 
criticism we do not mean condemna- the act of today to have been a leap in 
tion, for it is rather a defense. It is the dark. Political wisdom, far-sight- 
his own frank statement in review of edness, sagacity, all these are valuable 

. his administration. and important, sound policies, sincere, 
The criticism was first published as helpful, truthful advisers are all a great 

an authorized interview, by the Out- gain, but absolute honesty is an essen- 
look and was printed in full by the tial, lacking which, all other virtues 

| daily press. fail to make a man worthy of the po- 
| The published statement is a_ sition of honor, trust and power. 

thoughtful review of the important acts The President further says: “I am 
and policies of the President. The very grateful for the honors the people 
concluding paragraph contains his have given me. I do not affect to deny 
statement of personal motives and feel- the satisfaction I should feel if after 
ings. “The truth is,” he said, “that casting up the totals pro and con and
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striking a balance, they should decide happiness is not dependent on my 

that my first term had been fruitful holding any office and I shall go back : 

enough of good to warrant their en- to private life with no heartburnings if 

listing me for another. Any man_ the people, after an unprejudiced re- 

would be proud of such a verdict. But view of my administration, conclude 

I have not been willing, nor shall I be, that someone else can serve them to 

to purchase it at the sacrifice of my greater advantage.” 

freedom to do my duty as I see it. My , 

- A FRIEND. 

Who is a friend, a real, true friend, 

A friend oft tried and ever true? 
I do not mean the kind of friend 

That smiles and bows and flatters you; 
True friendship springs from far below 

These paltry signs which subtle guile 
Oft measures out of idle show 

To hide grim hatred with a smile. 

Who is a friend? I have a friend, 
Whom oft I’ve tried and still is true; 

Just flesh and blood—an earthly friend— 
Of earthly form, but heaven’s hue; 

My earthly savior he has been, 
And when my feet from right have stray’d, 

To God o’erhead from heart within, 
He for my wayward life has pray’d. 

Not only prayed, but hand outstretch’d, 
He raised me from the fetid mire, 

And to my shivering soul he fetch’d 
The embers of a living fire; 

Here’s friendship crystalized to love— 
A love both earth and heaven blest, 

New power that from the heights above 
Brought freedom to my shackled breast. 

He is a friend. just such a friend 
As thousands bow’d ’neath toil and care, 

Crave human kindness to descend 
And in their grievous burdens share; 

Such is a friend, a friend indeed, 

Who in Immortal image cast, 
Seeks not his own, but turns where need 

Is greatest, and where self is last. 

His life has scarcely passed its noon, 
Yet from his tasks he now must rest— 

A pause which ever, late or soon, 
Must visit all from worst to best, 

As morning sunbeams pierce the mists 
That ’round the mountain’s crest are hung, 

The golden rays of hope have kissed 
The lives of joy around him flung. 

Charles Stewart Given.
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| B THE CRUSADE : 
B By JESSIE L. SUTER a 

The result of a year's crusade enterprises operating through the 
against the get-rich-quick schemers, mails, have practically destroyed the 
who have been using the United States confidence of the American people in 
mails in the consummation of their ne- investments of that character. Many 
farious schemes, has developed a dis- times a commercial miner, or a legiti- 

: tinct line of new criminals in American mate prospector, is unable to find the 
life. In an interview given out by means of developing a prospect with- 
Postmaster General Hitchcock in New out being compelled to make enormous 
York some time ago, when one of the concessions of stock to promoters and 

; big raids was made, he stated that it selling agents, and in addition thereto, 
} was estimated that the American pub- paying commissions of from 40 to 
} lic had been swindled out of at least 60 per cent. for the sale or purchase of 

{ $100,090,000 through illegitimate busi- stock to be used in the development of 
ness channels during the past ten the prospect. 
years by the manipulations of this class The same conditions apply to the de- 
of criminals. It develops as a result velopment of land schemes throughout 
of the year’s work that the Postmaster the country, as well as various com- 

i General was too modest in his state- mercial enterprises, such as the sale of 
ment. wireless telegraph and other electrical 

The parties arrested during the past appliances, preying upon the credulity 
year by the officers of the Postoffice of the people for the purpose of mak- : 

| Department, under Mr. Hitchcock’s ing tremendous stock sales without the 
supervision, have obtained no less than _ slightest intent to develop a legitimate 

| $77,000,000. Those schemes which they business enterprise. 
| employed covered every possible phase One single fraud operator or combi- 

| of industry and business life, from the nation of operators manipulating rail- 
' sale of a simple fake article of a medi- road bills of lading and acting as agents 
} cal character to a prodigious mining for insurance companies were able to 
} scheme, well figured out on paper and obtain $2,500,000 from foreign cotton 
| existing in the mind of the promoter buyers, and at the same time destroyed 

1 without the semblance of fact upon the entire credit and confidence in the 
| which to base their alluring literature. medium of realizing: upon the offerings 
} Mr. Hitchcock’s crusade last year of cotton in the market. All of this 

| has been a distinct help to the com- being done through bogus bills of lad- 
| mercial miners of the country. Man- ing sent through the medium of the 
| kind obtains his living and transacts United States mails. 

his business as a result of the exchange These wealthy fraud artists as a rule 
. of the commodities of the seas and of invest their money in legitimate enter- 

the land. These trade relations are prises and many of them consequently 
carried on by means of that which is become promoters of banks, owners of 
secured from the bowels of the earth, manufacturing plants and _ other 
and any transactions of a fraudulent wealthy and influential organizations. 
character which destroy the faith and Because of their position and high sta- 
confidence of the American people in tion in life it is a difficult matter to 
commercial mining affect the material convict them, as their resources ap- 
medium of exchange. As a result fake pear to be almost unlimited. However, 
mining schemes, and other fraudulent during the past year over half a regi-
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ment of these promoters were taken these criminals enables the Depart- 

into custody by the United States Gov- ment to reach, even with a vigorous 

ernment, their businesses annihilated, crusade,. only some five hundred of 

and nearly two hundred of them con- them per annum and attend to the oth- 

victed within six months are serving er important routine business duties of 

their terms in the penitentiary. Among _ the postal service. It may be estimated 

this number are some eight or ten within reason that these fraud manipu- 

millionaires. The Atlanta penitentiary lations exceed $150,000,000 annually. 

contains a colony of bright geniuses This enormous amount of money is 

whose minds if directed in legitimate taken from a class of people who can 

business channels would add luster to ill afford to lose it, being largely peo- 

the commercial world. ple on a salary, widows, orphans, min- 

Heretofore it has been the policy of _ isters, school teachers, and in many in- 

the Postoffice Department to utilize stances persons connected with’ the 
what is known as-the “fraud order,” army enjoying positions of life tenure. 

directing the postmasters to refuse to One of the most peculiar features of 

deliver mail addresses to these illegiti- the fraud business is the disinclination 

mate institutions. The order must be 0n the part of the public to make com- 

applicable to séme special organization plaint. The average person would ra- 

or individual and immediately upon the ther forget the investment of the mon- 

issuance of the order the enterprising ey than to have his neighbor know he 

schemer reorganizes the same scheme had been bunkoed. 

under a new name, uses, with a slight To the public press must be given a 

change, practically the same literature, t'emendous amount of credit for en- 

retains his 61d mailing lst, and ig do-  abling Mr. Hitchcock to accomplish 

ing business in many cases “at thé old what he has during the past year. The 

stand. ‘In the Postoffice Department publicity ofthe methods employed by 

the records -show numbers of in- these shrewd gchiémérs has Opened the 

: stances in which thest.operators have  eyes'of the Americarl‘peopte to such an 

done business ‘in a number, of cities extent that the officet’s of thé Postoffice 

throughout the country and have re- Department report ‘hundreds, of fraud 

organized the same companies eight or operators closing their places of busi- 

ten times. “ ness and leaving for parts unknown. 

This crusade which has been so vig- By stamping out the Mabray gang 

orously pursued has resulted in scat- during the past year the postal officers 

tering a large number of the smaller feel that one of the most gigantic and 

operators, who became frighténed at best organized bands of swindlers has 

the attitude of the Postoffice Depart- been broken up. This band of thieves 

ment in prosecuting the large and influ- and gamblers, headed by Jokn»C.'Ma- 

ential organizations. The result has bray, made a business of bfgamzing 

been that these smaller people have and promoting fake horse rdces}-wres- 

been driven out of business entirely, tling, boxing and other ‘athletic tolrna- 

or they have changed their names, lo- ments all over ‘the country: “It: i$! be- 

cated in other cities, taking their mail- lieved that they got no less than $5,- 

ing lists with them and attempting to 000,000 from the American’ public 

do business within a space of two or through such’ operations durinigs the 

three months, taking a chance on the past few years. " ey 

Postoffice Department officers being The United Wireless was'a/-typical 

unable to detect them within that pe- stock scheme ‘sperating throwgh:' the 

riod of time. : mails. About six.‘million dollats'*was 

These fraud operations can hardly obtained by the. people “operating 

be. estimated, they are so enormous. ° that scheme through the fraudulent 

Some two thousand complaints are re- statements which they made to the 

ceived annually by the Postoffice De- public that every dollar of stock sold 

partment, but the limited corps of offi- was treasury stock, when, as.a matter 

cers who are engaged in ferreting out of fact, an infinitesimal portion of the 

+ ll
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proceeds of the sale of stock reached these criminals, as in a medium sized | the treasury of the company, practic- case from thirty to sixty witnesses | ally all of it going into the pockets of must be subpoenaed from ten or the promoters. In this case the United _ twelve different states of the union. | Wireless Company organized a selling And in addition to this, the costs of a agency to whom it paid an enormous single case against the stronger and commission to sell this stock and it de- more influential class will amount to veloped that the major portion of the from $20,000 to $55,000, while the stock in the selling agency was also smaller class of cases is equally ex- held by the promoters of the former pensive in proportion to the volume of company. business transacted. 
That element of fraud which causes If the postal officers were simply re- 

| the Postoffice Department the greatest quired to prove the mailing of the liter- trouble is the medical fakers who use 
, the mails to an enormous extent in their ature; the Postoffice Department could professions of curing every possible easily stamp every fraud operator in : character of disease. This class of hu- America out of business within a pe- man buzzards is the most contemptible riod of a year. Instead, the time and 

of all, for they prey upon the weak- talent of inspectors is taken in proving minded women, the diseases of the the intent to defraud, which the law j crippled and invalid, and filch from provides must be shown clearly to the them practically the last dollar they Jury's, satisfaction before a conviction possess in the hope that perhaps this can be made. In the proving of the in- widely and liberally advertised remedy tent the entire scope and organization may give relief. These are difficult of the business must be taken into con- Cases to prove in court by reason of the sideration; the plant, the mine, the al- fact that these medical fakers resort to leged deal, the land, the plantation, or 
' lawyers who are well versed in medi- the alleged place of business must be } cal jurisprudence and advise them just thoroughly examined ; the books of the 
i how far they can go with impunity institution must be gone over in order } with their literature without violating that the case might be made to clearly 
i the law. exemplify the full intent of the opera- | Although the prosecution of these tor to defraud the public in the intent i cases has become an enormous tax on and conception of the scheme. There | the time and talent of the inspection has not been a single case presented by force of the Postoffice Department, the the present administration of the Post- | same vigorous policy will be pursued office Department to the courts in } in the future as in the past. Postmaster which the defendants did not freely ad- | General Hitchcock has recommended mit that the facts stated by them in i that the entire investigation of this their literature were in the main false i class of criminals be handled by the and that the amounts of money re- | Department of Justice, but so long as_ ceived by them were procured as a re- | it remains the duty of the Postoffice sult of their advertising. However, the j Department to handle these cases, the inability of the Government to prove | campaign will be a vigorous one. It is that it is the intent of the organizer, or | predicted that this will be an even proprietor, of the scheme to defraud | greater year in the annihilation of the public, in making such statements, | fraud artists throughout the country necessitates a charge to the jury for | than the year which has just closed. the dismissal of the case, on the ground 

It has been said that the state gov- that a business man has a right within 
ernments have been derelict in han- a reasonable limit to “puff” his busi- 
dling these cases with vigor and pro- ness. In other words, it is difficult for 
tecting their citizenship. In this con- the Government under the present law nection it must be remembered that no requiring it to show the “intent” to de- 
single state has the judiciary machin- fraud, to draw the line between abso- 
ery to successfully handle and convict lute criminality and a business which .
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is of a disreputable and questionable statute as interpreted by the Federal 

character, yet within the pale of the courts. 

If— 

If you can keep your head when all about you 
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you; 

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you, 

But make allowance for their doubting, too; 

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting, 
Or being lied about, don’t deal in lies, 

Or being hated, don’t give way to hating, 
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise; 

If you can dream—and not make dreams your master; 

If you can think—and not make thoughts your a:m, 

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two impostors just the same, 

If vou can bear to hear the truth you've spoken 

Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools, 

Or watch the things you gave your life to, broken, 

And stoop and build them up with wornout tools: 

If you can make one heap of all your winnings 
And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss, 

And lose, and start again at your beginnings, 

And never breathe a word about your loss; 

If vou can force your heart and nerve and sinew 

To serve vour turn long after they are gone, 

And so hold on when there is nothing in you 

Except the will which says to them: “Hold on!” 

If vou can talk with crowds and keeo your virtue, 

Or walk with kings—nor lose the common touch, . 

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you, 

If all men count with you, but none too much; 
If vou can fill the unforgiving minute 

: With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run. 

Yours is the earth and everything that’s in it, 

And—which is more—you'll be a man, my son. 
—Rudyard Kipling. 

A HEAD-ON COLLISION. 

If a bonnet meet a bonnet 
Coming through the door, : 

Each with fowls and forests on it, : 
Three yards ’round or more— 

If each hat. not measured double, : 

Grazes either side, : * stingy 

What mere man can gage the trouble : 
When those two collide? 

—Katharine Perry. 
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In these days of rapid revolution ferent; it is largely industrial, and, and evolution in educational systems above all, complicated. As our coun- 
and institutions, one institution stands, try has grown and from the conditions 
as through all our history it has stood, and needs of its life and growth, has 
as the inheritor and representative of elaborated its institutions, gather types | the best traditions and ideals of Amer- vf schools have appeared, from the 
ican life and character. Very soon kindergarten to the technical school 
after the founding of the colony of and the professional school, each 
Massachusetts, a college was estab- adapted to some condition, each re- lished,—and ever since that time the sponding to some need, of our compli- 
American people have been establish- cated life. Of these schools, especially - | ing and maintaining colleges. of those of higher grade, the greater 

Thus has the college become an number have for their purpose the cul- 
American institution, one that has tivation of some particular faculty or 
ever justified the wisdom of its found- capability, with the end of adapting ers and supporters in that it has never it to some utilitarian purpose — in ceased to adapt itself to their needs, road terms, the teaching of a trade. 
to conserve and perpetuate their Affictency has become the dominant 
ideals and aspirations, and to lend it- idea of the day; and those schools self to the solution of their problems. which have for their purpose the culti- 

The first problem of our national life Yatton of efficiency are necessary and 
was that of establishing a government ™Portant: they have a large and hon- 
and developing institutions which "ble part in the growth of our, coun- 
should give form and vitality to the ‘ty; in the development and utilization 
ideals of the people. In the solution ©! its resources, in the extension of its 
of this problem the college has had a influence. in the dissemination ane large and worthy part. Recognizing Propagation of its ideals; and the fu- . 
that the'present is the sum of all the ture will no doubt make larger de- 
past, that the progress of the present mands of them and place larger re- and the promise of the future are SPoOnsibilities upon them than has the 
based upon the accomplishment of the P&st- 
past, it has led the youth of the land, At the same time that these schools 
through the study of the history and ‘of special and utilitarian training have 

' the literature of the past, into vital been growing in number and influence 
contact with the great men and the and fulfilling so capably their impor- 

| great ideas of that past. Thus from tant and necessary function, the col- 
"the experience, and the ideals, and the lege has continued uninterruptedly to 

expression of those who have lived and hold its focal and significant position 
wrought in the world, they have been in American life and culture. Having 
enabled to draw wisdom and inspira- its beginning with the beginning of the 
tion to apply to the great problem of people, rooted in the very ground of 
their day, the establishment of a com- American experience and’ aspiration, 
munity and a government of free men. growing, as it has, with the people it- 

Today our national problem is dif- self, it has forever been the one dis- -
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tinctively American institution. Co- paired. Scarcely had the movement | 

incident in its existence and growth been apprehended when the reaction | 

with the wonderful material develop- became evident. The force of that re- | 
ment and expansion of our country, action has brought to the college in- 

adapting itself to varying and exact- creased numbers of students, and, 

ing conditions, giving itself as an in- more important than this, increased | 

strument for the promotion of these opportunity and influence, and has con- 
material interests and plans, it has firmed its traditional primacy among 
ever kept in view and exalted its high- American educational and intellectual 
er and richer mission: it has never institutions. 
ceased to stimulate and to cherish the This promise of larger opportunity 

finer feelings and aspirations of the and influence is rapidly working itself 

people. While loyal to its practical out, On the side of its mission as an 

mission of preparing men to meet the instrument of training and discipline in 

real problems of life, and to acquit the world of affairs, added emphasis 
themselves well in the solution of has been placed upon the function of 

those problems, it has, at the same the college. The largely increased and 

time, planted, even in remote and  ;apidly increasing demands of indus- 
waste places, the seed of culture, has trial, commercial, and professional life, 

nourished and cherished the budding under the pressure of the intense and 
plant, and has rejoiced in the fruition trying competition that bears down so 

of the finer ideals of culture in char- heavily upon men today, have imposed 

acter. the need of extensive and rigid tech- 

As in the past, so today, the col- nical training; at the same time they 

lege stands in a commanding and sig- have revealed and emphasized the 

nificant position, as an instrument need of the training of the college, not | 

lending itself to the development of simply as preliminary to that of the 

the material possibilities of our coun- specialized school, but, even more, as 

try, but, above all, as the conservator imparting the adaptability, the com- 

of our finest traditions of culture, of mand of individual power, the grasp, 

our highest aspirations and ideals of so essential in the successful pursuit 

character. of any plan or undertaking, and ulti- 

A few years ago, at the inception of mately in positions of influence and 

that wonderful impulse of commercial leadership. 

and industrial activity that has swept The college, however, should not be 

over our country with accelerated regarded merely as a fitting school for 

speed and force, threatening at times the technical or professional school.’ 

apparently to sweep all before it in Rather is it a co-ordinate instrument 

jts irresistible on-rush, it seemed as if with these in preparing men and wom~ 

the very existence, certainly the pres- en for the service of society. This is 

tige and influence of the college, were an important and worthy function. But 

threatened. The rapidly growing tech- the college has a larger, a richer, a 

nical schools, the trade schools, the more significant’ mission. Not only 

professional schools, drew to them- does it provide, in a direct way, an’ 

selves increasing’ numbers of young important and essential part of the 

men, moving under the obsession of training for efficiency and service, but 

the practical and the utilitarian; and it offers a training comprehensive and 

it seemed as if, perhaps, the mission complete in itself, a training in ‘the best’ 

of the college were fulfilled and its sense, far in advance of that of the 

vitality expended. But this was only specialized school. . - 

an ephemeral movement, a superficial Efficiency, excellent and ‘important 

indication. The college is too essen- as it is, is not all of life, nor the chief 

tial an institution, its mission too nec- part of life; nor does the training for 

essary, for jt thus to be eliminated efficiency offer the highest and best 

from our. educational system, or even, ideal of education. It may impart 

for its influence and prestige to be im- skill, it may train a mam to’ do some-
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| thing and to do it well, to become a graduate department. The inevitable 
perfect tool, or instrument, in our in- result has been that the young student, 
dustrial system. At the same time it immature, and often crude, in his men- 
may fail to develop and to confirin in tal equipment and processes, in an im- 
him the breadth of view and sympathy pressionable and formative period of 
that are necessary to make of him a_ his development, has been set to delv- 
leader and inspirer of men, with the ing among the raw material of fact, 
result that he may find that, while he and to drawing superficial and imma- 
is fulfilling efficiently, and perfectly, ture conclusions from his crude, and 
perhaps, his specialized function as an often mechanical, investigations, and 
instrument in an industrial system or this often to the exclusion of those 
undertaking, another, with less of tech- studies and pursuits which should de- 
nical training, but with larger vision velop in him something of that culture 
and understanding and sympathy, has in which he is deficient. Rather does 

‘ risen above him to a position of influ- he need contact with the mature and 
| ence and command. perfected thought of men, and through 
i Another defect inherent in the ideal their thought, with the men who have 

and method of efficiency is well ex- thought richly, have felt deeply, and 
pressed in the words of former Presi- have lived nobly. Such contact should 

| dent Tucker of Dartmouth College: wear away the roughness and crude- 
| “Efficiency cannot make a gentleman.” ness of his own nature and give to it 
| And here, perhaps, one might recall the polish which will enable it, like 
| Cardinal Newman's conception of a the polished diamond, to glow lumin- 

gentleman, as involving understand- ously and richly and to cut keenly. 
ing, insight, sympathy, adaptability. Such assimilation of the fullness and 
In this defect, many of our universi- Tichness of mature and potent natures 
ties, and the training that they offer, should fill up the measure of his own 
participate. With but three or four being, and complete its symmetry, in 
exceptions, perhaps, our so-called uni- breadth, and depth, and height. And, 
versities consist merely of a large, finally, such contact and such assimi- 
often overgrown, under-graduate col- lation should equip him with practical 

| lege, with a number of professional de- wisdom for judgment and action, and 
| partments grouped about it, and a with fuller and richer capacity for 

small graduate department superim- feeling and understanding. 
posed upon it. The great mass of its Herein lies the function of the col- 
students is in the under-graduate de- lege, and, if it remain true to its noble 
partment, but its methods and ideals inheritance and do not barter it for 
are often determined by the graduate apparent and ephemeral advantage, 
department. Here the German method such is the service that the college 
of original research and investigation shall continue to render to society, as 
prevails, a process intended, in the land __ represented in the individual student. 
of its origin, as a preparation for a In the complex and confusing life of 
career of investigation and research our day, such an influence for balance, 
along specialized lines of scholarship, for poise, for control, is more than ever 
chiefly scientific, and not as a prepara- needed. Throughout the past the col- 
tion for the practical pursuits and de- lege has been, and today it is, the con- 
mands of life. Nor is it regarded as in servator of our best traditions of cul- 
any way or degree a course, adapted ture; it has ever been true to the heart 
to the processes and ideals of culture and soul of man; it has revealed latent 
and establishing a condition of cul- powers and has awakened the highest 
ture; rather is it based upon such a _ aspirations in the midst of a practical 
course as a necessary preliminary. Un- and utilitarian life; it has upheld the 
fortunately, too often, in these univer- standard of the ideal and has led the 
sities of ours,this method of the grad- way to the heights of aspiration and 
uate school has been allowed to reach endeavor; it has enlarged man’s out- 
down into, and through, the under- look upon life; has quickened his sen- - 

|
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. : 
sibilities ; has endowed him with sym- nature a familiar acquaintance, and art 

pathetic insight and large vision, with an intimate friend; to gain a standard 
self-control and poise. While its co- for the appreciation of other men’s 

ordinate school has taught him how to. work and the criticism of his own; to | 

earn a living, the college has taught carry the keys of the world’s library in 

him how to live. It has led him up to his pocket, and feel its resources be- 

the mountain top of vision and has re- hind him in whatever he undertakes; | 

vealed to him the world’s riches of to make hosts of friends among men of | 

thought and action and character. In his own age, who are leaders in all 

cultivating his appreciation and in- walks of life; to lose himself in gen- 

sight, it has increased his capacity for erous enthusiasms and to co-operate . 

enjoyment of the worthy and beautiful with others for common ends—this is | 

things of life, and thereby has en- the Offer of the College.” 

riched his nature; it has made him a Such, then, has been, and shall con- 

citizen of the world, and has taught tinue to be, the mission of the col- 

him to live largely and graciously in lege: to conserve the best and finest 

it. In the familiar words of President ideals of culture, and to transmute 

Hyde, of Bowdoin College, “To be at these into character. 
home in all lands and all ages; to count 

NOCTURNES. 

Now cometh night, soft-slippered maid of Sleep, 
Tiptoeing down the dwindling paths of day, 
Bearing above her garb demure and gray 

The tiny candles given to her keep. 
Eve’s curtain drawn, she lifts her ‘arms to sweep 

The cloud of hair from her pale brow away, 
She threads her needle with a silver ray 

Of moonlight, and with stitches long and deep 

She mends the robe of slumber. Fold on fold, 

She wraps it round her mistress and her queen, 

Till hush and dark her regal dreams emprize, 
Softly the little maid slips out to hold 

With random Morpheus tryst upon the green, 
And close, upon his breast, her weary eyes! 

It is the hour when clock and chanticleer, 

Midnight forgotten, oversleep the:dawn ; 

When dewdrops stay the flanks of hare and fawn, 

And roses blink at morning through a star. 
It is the hour when hush and vigil clear 

The world of every music. So, I pawn 

One hour of dreams to watch the coming on 

Of sunrise to your dreams of morning, dear; 

The first deep sighs, like lilies in your breast, . 

Stir from the snow, and watch your covered eyes 

Awake to purple violets from the dew; 

To feel your arms, the ferns of spring’s unrest, 

Reach up unto the call of goiden skies, 

And draw the smile of heaven down.to you! 

/ ) / a 
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| The cost of. living has become so rising in the country as well as the 

high that the problem of supplying the city, and I doubt if anyone will advise 
table with satisfactory food(is becom- _ that we try to decrease the cost of liv- 
ing a serious one to the man. of ordi- ing by cutting down this standard. Our 
nary income. It is certain that the houses are better built, better fur- 
cost of living has increased greatly nished, have more of the modern con- 

| during the past fifteen years, but the veniences, and are much more sani- 
causes that have brought this about are tary ‘than the houses in which our 
complicated and are not so easy to fathers lived. At the present time we 
determine. It is even more difficult to have rural telephones, free mail deliv- 
prescribe remedies. While visiting va- ery, and we travel more and educate 
rious sections in connection with my our children better than did the preced- 
work in farm management, my atten- ing generation. I would much prefer 
tion has frequently been called to some to see the present standard raised, 
of the probable causes of the present rather than lowered to that of thirty 
economic conditions. years ago. We will go forward, and 

From what I have been able to ob-_ the time is coming soon when we will 
serve, the following stand-out promi- not be content to live in anything but 
nently among the causes for the rapid a modern house. with ail modern 
advance in prices: Higher standards of equipments, such as furnace heat, gas 
living; the increase in the size of cities or electric lights, and hot and cold 
as compared with the gain in popula~- running. water in both the bathroom 
tion in rural districts; the increased and kitchen. All these things cost 
price of farm lands, which is out of pro- money, and the earning of this money 

| portion to their production;.the fact takes energy and thought, yet we wish 
that nearly all the desirable western to go forward in the way in which we 
land is already taken by settlers or is have started. Consequently we can 
in the hands of speculators; the large hardly look to the lowering of our 

| area of land in all parts of the country standard of livirig as the solution of 
that under our present management the problem. 
does not produce enough to pay the The United States, during the past 

| labor bills; the low average yields of thirty years, has seen an unprecedent- 
farm crops; the low grade of average ed growth of her cities as compared 
live stock; the high cost of transporta- with the increase in rural population. 

| tion; the excessive profits of middle- This has been brought about in part 
| men; the fact that those who pay their by the increased use of machinery on 
| bills really have to support the “dead- the farm, and by the great demand for 

1 beats ;” the relative decrease in the all kinds of manufactured products. 
| value of gold; and last, but not least, The high wages paid to those engaged 
| taxes, tariff, and trusts. Each of these in manufacturing has made it difficult 
| topics would in itself be enough to fur- to get good hired help on the farm at 
{ nish a subject for a long article, and I any price. In some cases the owners 
| fully believe that it is our duty aswell themselves have sold their farms that 
| as our privilege to study each care- they might work in the machine shops 

fully and do what we can towards its in the cities. 
| solution. There is also something of a move- 

The standard of living is gradually ment from the city to the farm. Many ~ 

| 
moh
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city people have an idea that the farm- of certain real estate dealers. He may 
er is getting rich, and that all they have then ask as to what these owners ex; 
to do is to buy a piece of land and pect to do with the land, and he al- 
wait a few years for it to double and most invariably receives the informa- 
treble in value. We can hardly expect tion that this land is being held for 
this migration from the city to the higher prices. The prices at which the 
country to have any great effect on the land is now held are so high as to be 
cost of living. From what I have seen practically prohibitive to the real farm- 
of this movement I am led to believe er, but as land is considered a safe 
that it is caused chiefly by the flowery place for one to invest his money the 
advertisements of the real estate men. owner of the land feels that he can 
My observation has also been that the — afford to wait until somebody pays him 
greater number of these people are led his price. During this time the land 
into deals that no real farmer would produces nothing and land prices are 
bite on. Why a purchaser of real es- constantly increasing. In short, the 
tate will pay $20 for undeveloped jack owner does not develop the land and 
pine lands when he can buy the same_ he puts the price so high that no one 
kind of land close by that is fully as else can develop it. This is one of the 
well located and certainly as valuable great problems before us now, but I 
for $1.00 per acre, is something I do do not know its solution. If all the un- 
not understand. productive idle land could be brought 

Farm lands are rapidly rising in under a high state of cultivation, the 

price. This has been brought about in effect on the cost of living should be 
part by the increased demand for farm considerable. 
products. In order to make interest Throughout Northern Michigan, 
on this increased value it is necessary Northern Wisconsin and Northern 
that the products of the farm should Minnesota there are large areas of cut 
be sold at high prices. As the best of over lands, and in many of the states 
the western lands are all taken, we of the Central West the area of unpro- 
can hardly look for values of farm lands ductive swamp land is very extensive. 
to go down permanently. There may These areas will eventually be brought’ 
be a temporary fall in the price of land under cultivation and will prodtice 
and in the prices of farm products, but’ large amounts of food. The cost of 
the tendency will be upward. As the clearing Northern cut-over lands is 
population of the country increases, high, and the expense of draining 
there will be an increased demand for swamp lands makes their reclamation 
all kinds of raw material and for all difficult. When these millions of acres 
kinds of farm produce. This will have are brought under cultivation they will 
a tendency to raise rather than lower provide homes for a large population 
the price of land and also what that and assist greatly in supplying our peo-’ 
land produces, consequently we must ple with food. 
not look for cheaper lands to bring ~ Instead of adding to the acreage of 
about a lower cost of living. the farm, the time is at hand when we 

In traveling over some of our west- must make each acre produce more. 
ern states one is surprised to see so The low average yield of farm crops 

much apparently rich land that is really and the poor grade of live stock keep 

doing nothing. This is especially true down the profits of the farmer and add 

of large areas of central and western. greatly to his cost of living as well as 

North and South Dakota. The trav-. to the cost of living of his city, friends, 

eler, impressed with what he sees, in- It will require extra labor to increase 
quires as to why such land is idle. He the yield of crops, but in most cases the 

is informed that this quarter section net profits will be greater. People in 

belongs to a man in Illinois, that that the city sometimes complain that 

section was recently purchased by an_ everything is being done by the gov- 

Iowa farmer, and that other quarters ernment to help the farmer, while noth- 

and larger areas are in the possessign ‘ ing is being done to help the people of 

" =
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the city. If our department can in any farm products into the hands of the 
way bring about increased production consumer than it does to produce these 
this increased production will not only products. 
enrich the farmer, but reduce the cost In every city there are certain peo- 
of living to those whose homes are in ple who do not pay their bills. In or- 
the city. Besides making the product- der that storekeepers may make up 
ive acres yield more, there are many for these losses it is necessary that they 
farms on which the cultivated area can charge higher prices to those who do 
be considerably increased. The office pay. That means that honest people 
of farm management is doing what it pot only have to support themselves, 
can to assist farmers in planning their but they are obliged to help support the 
farms and in getting more out of their lazy, shiftless, good for nothing class 
land. of the city. Whether it will be pos- 

Whether the railroads are receiving sible or practicable to enact a law that 
more than their share for transporting will do away with this form of dishon- 

| the products of the farm I am not pre- esty or not I do not know, but I am 
| pared to say, but I am certain that it satisfied that an attempt should be 

is costing the farmer too much to haul made to make the law severe enough 
his produce over the average country to stamp out this class of cheating al- 
roads to market. The improving of the together. 
country roads would cut these losses As gold is our standard in determin- 

4 down appreciably, and would be of ing values, its increase or decrease has 
great advantage to all the people. a marked effect in determining the 

I am pleased to note that the state price of all other articles in dollars. In 
of Wisconsin proposes to take a hand a general way it may be said that 
in the improvement of roads generally the price varies in direct propor- 
throughout the state. As long as the tion to the quantity of gold. As gold 
maintenance of country roads is in the is becoming cheaper and cheaper and 
hands of local parties, just so long will from appearances will continue to do 
we have poor roads. I have often seen so for some years to come, this cause 
a dozen men working on the roads of for higher prices is likely to be in- 
Wisconsin and the whole dozen doing creased rather than diminished. There 
less work than two able bodied men _ is probably no other one cause that has 
could easily do. Their ability as story had so great an effect in increasing the 
tellers and their ability to assist in price of farm products and in increas- 
keeping alive neighborhood gossip was__ing the price of land. 
far superior to their ability as bridge Taxes appear to be on the increase, 
builders or highway improvers. The but as we demand better roads, better 
improvement of the roads which now bridges, and greater efficiency gener- 
seems assured for this state will cut ally, and the city people demand paved 

! down the cost of farm products appre- streets, cement sidewalks and other 
; ciably and on the other hand will make improvements, we must expect to pay 
! the farms more valuable. for these things in our taxes. On ac- 
t It is unfortunate that so far we have count of the greater publicity of the 

been unable to bring the producers and methods of evil doers, graft is gradu- 
the consumers closer together. Mid- ally being diminished; yet it is true 
dlemen will probably always be neces- that we are still paying too much for 
sary, but the fact is that at the present improvements. The tariff undoubtedly 
time we have too many of these mid- increases the prices of those articles on 
dlemen to support. On the average which there is a duty. The tariff is 
these men are not making more than probably necessary, however, because 
a good average living, but there are so the American people prefer to support 
many of them and the farm products the general government by indirect 
have to pass through so many different rather than by direct taxation. As time 
hands before they reach the consumer, goes on the tariff laws will be improved 
that it really costs more to get many until eventually they will become fair-
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er to all classes of people. The trusts, lution of any of these problems, but 

in so far as they increase prices, are to simply to call the attention of thought- 

be condemned, but it is clearly evi- ful people to some of the things to be 

dent that competition may be carried considered in connection with the high 

too far. When, on account of compe- cost of living. While it is plainly the 

tition, it is necessary that a dozen trav- duty of our department to assist in 

eling men cover the same territory in bringing about increased production, I 

the same line, that a dozen delivery believe that we should at least lend our 

wagons should travel the same street influence toward the bringing of the 

for the same purpose, and that five or producer and consumer closer together 

six milk wagons should visit the same so far as this would be to the mutual 

city block each day, the cost of distri- advantage of both. If the cost of pro- 

bution due to unwise competition is duction can be cut down, the cost of 

clearly increased. transportation diminished, and many 

In this short article no attempt has other losses eliminated, the cost of liv- 

been made to point out a complete so- ing must be correspondingly decreased. 

My Choice. 

It ain't no use to grumble and complain ; 
It’s jest as cheap and easy to rejoice; 

When God sorts out the weather and sends rain, 
W’y, rain’s my choice. . 

In this existence, dry and wet 
Will overtake the best of men— 

Some little skift 0’ clouds ’ll shet 
The sun off now and then; 

They ain't no sense, as I can see, 
In mortals sich as you and me 

A-faultin’ Nature’s wise intents, 

An’ lockin’ horns with Providence. 

It ain’t no use to grumble and complain; 
It’s jest as cheap and easy to rejoice; 

When God sorts out the weather and sends us rain, 
W’y, rain’s my choice. 

—James Whitcomb Riley. : 

A Husband to a Wife. 

Tell me, my dearest, that thy love for me 
Is dead, then turn and look into my eyes; 

Thou still shalt find a share of Paradise : 

Has lingered there—my boundless love for thee, 
So thou shalt hear nor pleadings, dear, nor sigh, 

But I shall coldly stand and quietly, 
Nor touch thy hand, nor smooth thy hair, nor be 

Thy lover, for my love will make me wise 4 

And strong to be thy helper, that we bide ‘ 
Together—though apart. Not hand in hand ~ : 

; Into the morning, as true lovers might, 

But still together, ever ‘side by side— me 

Because we share one grtef and understand— ’ 

Let us walk bravely forth into the night. ~ . 

—Mary Sinton Lewis in Exchange. © . 

q
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Education Essential to Libert 
By LOUIS HOOD. 

There is a right inherent in man—a__ ignorance, though partly lifted, yet en- 
gift bestowed uppn humanity by the shrouded the European nations, and 
Almighty, consisting of a power of in- freedom of discussion was yet fettered. 
dependent action, restrained and con- Suddenly a spark of future illumina- 
trolled only by Nature’s laws. tion disseminated its light, and kind- 

It is “Natural Liberty,” common to ling in the hearts of the more intelli- 
man and beast, conceding entire free gent gave rise to that liberty which, 
will, incompatible with authority, and though often crushed to earth, has 
tending to verify the maxim, “Omnes_ ever again risen. 
sumus licentia deteriors.” A religious contest, infusing generat 

But there is within reach of mankind information, purifying the morals, in- 
a higher and better good, the achieve- culcating political education and the 
ment of which is the noblest of all principles of true freedom, arose in the 
human undertakings. Eastern World. 

Civilization has created civil society, The Puritans, whom this contest 
tending toward the advancement, pro- forced to emigrate, crossed the Atlan- 
tection and interest of the human race, tic, there in the wilds of America to 

; and for the full enjoyment of these seek a home where they might enjoy 
benefits it is imperatively demanded civil and political rights, and worship 
that that part of man’s natural liberty God according to the dictates of their 
well designated as wild and ‘savage conscience— there to lay the foun- 
should be sacrificed. dation of the liberty which we now 

This limitation of man’s natural enjoy. 
rights, denominated “Civil Liberty,” And for the advancement and prop- 
throbbed in the hearts of our Pilgrim agation of their democratic theories, 
Fathers, for the maintenance and prop- there was evident to them but one 
agation of which Winthrop exhorted means, than which there is none great- 
the American heroes to hazard their er and more powerful. That means 
lives. And for the existence and ad- was public education, which accord- 

} vancement of this liberty national edu- ingly was enforced with unlimited 
. cation is essential and indispensable. vigor. 

The infusion of the culture and ac- The principle cherished in New Eng- 
quirements of the past—the civiliza- land gradually spread all over the 
tion of the world, the importation of country, and they rose and developed 
intelligence and true religion—all are themselves till they culminated in the 
the immediate effects of education. In establishment of the colonies’ inde- 
brief, it is political power, and its in- _pendence—in the establishment of a re- 

} fluence upon liberty as a political in- publican form of government. 
stitution is perfectly astonishing. Hence, as a modern philosopher says, 

Taking its origin of its true mod- since “government and civil society are 
ern character, in the concession and es- the most complicated of all subjects 
tablishment of the “Magna Charta,” accessible to the human mind,” it is 
and aided by the learning and litera- evident that in a democracy the intelli- 
ture which then slowly emerged from gence of the masses is the chief cause 
the gloomy monastery and spread the which shapes its destiny. This intelli- 

- light of intelligence among the masses, ence, therefore, as a matter of polit- 
liberty soon attained a comparatively ical economy. as a matter closely inter- 
high degree of eminence. woven with the future existence of our 

7 But the era of its true grandeur was republic, must be sought for. 
yet to come. The gloom of night yet Truly, Universal Suffrage, that in- 
brooded over the world, the veil of alienable right of a free people, is a
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snare, when the allurement of gold or with future despotism, unless she edu- 
party spirit will influence men to cast cates; which accounts for the ineffec- 
their ballots in favor of individuals un- tual attempts of Spain to secure her 
worthy to represent their cause. liberties and to attain a position of 

Trial by jury, the palladium of our eminence and power. 
liberty, is a means conducive to ruin, Yes, whether we examine the his- 
when the morals of a people are so cor- tory of the ancient nations, where lib- 
rupted and debauched that witnesses erty was but misconceived, or the an- 

lie, judges and juries are bribed, nay, als of enlightened modern countries, 

more, the liberty of the press, the insti- it nevertheless remains true that edu- 

tution of which it is wisely said, “it is cation is essential to liberty. 
like the air we breathe, if we have it Therefore teachers, ye to whom the 
not we die,” is of no avail, when even education of our future administrators 
the first elements of education are is entrusted, teach your pupils the 
wanting. great principles of Justice, Truth and 

How, then, can we prevent these Morality. eked a 
evils that hinder the progress of civil Instill into their minds the spirit of 

liberty, the evils which lead to ruin 0ur, Constitution. . 
and tyranny? Teach them that the only barrier be- 

Historical examples and the very tween the usurpations of capital and 

spirit of the times reply: All the noble the dependency of labor is education. 

faculties in man must be fully devel- Freemen of America, all ye whose 
oped. The power of correct reasoning hearts throb with the spirit of liberty, 

must be infused in the masses; the all ye who have a care for the future 

principles which will defy all induce. Maintenance of your government, all 
ments from without and all passions © who live in this glorious, free re- 

from within, must be inculcated in the publican country, work for national ed- 
souls of men. ucation, work for the full development 

In short, a stringent necessity rests of the moral, intellectual and physical 
upon us to promote the intellectual and faculties in man. The means are at 

moral education of the masses, in or- hand. 
der to obtain honest public officers, to Free schools are scattered through- 
secure justice, and to maintain civil out your wide domain. Lead the youth 

liberty. to the school house. It alone is the 

It is important, also, that physical path to reason, to morality and to true 

education be promoted, as it is a means liberty. 
indispensable for the acquirement and 
vindication of right, of honor and of WHEN TO GO HOME. 

self-preservation. o . | 

Hence the diffusion of knowledge When oa out go pone: ce you 

among the people, the promotion of in- want teh anon 8° ‘a hoy you 

tellectual, physical and moral culture blecie tos on ot a i you aoe iy 

is the best and only security for main- ormed go cd y ith A oe AV Ke y 

taining our republican institutions. get acquaintee with it if act. beat 

The book of history lies before us Jon want LO/SnOW poureel ee SN en 
and pictures in bright colors the weak- gO Geel au “? the act ib 1 en 

ness of ignorance and the invincible yOu deel. lice Dens, extra li “he go 
power of intelligence. home and practice on your wife and 

‘It says the want of education among children first. When you want to shine 
the masses, it is the chief cause which with unusual brilliancy go home and 

explains why liberty has been lost by light up the whole household. 

France and maintained by England; —s 
which shows why the ‘struggle of ’93, “Are you my nearest relative?” 

the strife under the banner of liberty, Said Johnny to his ma. - - 

equality and fraternity of ’48 were un- “Yes, dear,” she smiling -repHed ; 

successful, and why France is doomed “And the closest is your pa.” 

. es -
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Spinning and Weaving 
| By NELLIE M. SICKLES. 

Far back in the dim distance of time, wheel is the spider, whose art never 
while yet the dark pall of God’s first grows old, and whose threads are more 
displeasure rested heavily upon the finely spun than any of man’s device. 
world, man wandered over the earth in And the loom is hung with the webs of 
search of food, his only dwelling the the same patient little workman. 

} caves of the wilderness, his only rai- But there are other spinners than 
ment the skins of the wild beasts of women and spiders; there are other 
the forest. threads than those of flax; there are 

i Ages passed, and as the course of other webs than those woven in the 
| civilization progressed, he abandoned loom. 

} the wandering life of the wilderness, he Some weave for an admiring world 
ti built for himself houses of wood and fair webs of poetry and song. Others 

i stone, and clothed himself with fab- weave a pleasant tale and charm us 
rics of his own hands’ making. with the glowing colors wrought into 

} We are ignorant as to the time in their fabric. 
{, which spinning and weaving were in- At times we all weave bright webs 

| vented, but as every supply indicates from the fine spun threads of fancy. 
1; a corresponding demand, for which it And these webs are to us more beau- 
i was created, who may judge that their tiful than all others, they are rainbow 

} origin lay in necessity? tinted, and perfect in finish, but the 
History informs us that they were material is so frail they are destroyed 

1 carried to a high degree of perfection by the first breath of reality. 
i by the ancient Egyptians, and by them Spinners of life are we all, and no 

made known to the surrounding na- longer, as in days of myths and fables, 
\ tions. do we hold true the story of the three 

{ In the earlier days of the world's sister spinners. No longer do we be- 
} story, spinning was accounted to wom- lieve that a Clotho holds the distaff 
; en of wisdom, and we are told in the of our lives, that each one’s portion of 

Scriptures that “all the women that the thread is held by a Lachesis, and 
F were wise-hearted did spin with their that a relentless Atropos stands ever 

hands,” and again, in the description ready to sever the thread of existence. 
: of a wise woman, we are told “she lay- The night of superstition has van- 
} eth her hands to the spindle, and her ished from the earth, and the clear light 
i. hands hold the distaff.” of Christianity reveals to us a truth 
i While the husbandman rejoiced in more wonderful than any hidden in the 

his broad and fruitful fields, the stu- fabulous myths of the ‘ancients. We 
t dents delighted in the search of see ourselves as the workers out of 

knowledge, and the man of business our own destinies, spinning for our- 
e sought happiness in heaping high his selves the threads of our own lives. 
i. piles of silver and gold, the pride of God gives to each the flax, and each 
+ women was in the product of her own must spin his thread. Time is our task- 
5 skillful hands, her goodly stores of fine master, and keeps us at our work. 
ie spun linen. Sometimes the threads become rough 

But affrighted by the shriek of the and tangled where we meant to spin 
/ engine and the whirring of machinery, them fine and smooth, and we long to 
} the spinning wheel no longer buzzes drop the thread and rest our wearied 
F cheerily before the open cottage door. hands and brains, wondering what is 

: With the loom it has taken its place in the purpose and meaning of our work, 
the attic among other old fashioned and why He, who sent the flax, does 
relics of bygone days, and the only not make the threads run more evenly. 
spinner who now works at the old Surely, were our hearts ready and
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our hearts willing, He who placed us ‘Thou poor, blind spinner, work is 
here is able to make the rough places done.’” 
smooth and the tangled ends straight —— 
and beautiful. THE SUNSET. 

Life is a great fabric, woven from a4 jy : . : : : pleasant smile and a light caress— 

the ae 2 hk ae and into " the] ask not more and I want not less; 
work of every hand must enter. 1t ts, I do not plead for an ardent love, 

indeed, a fabric, checkered with light That mantles the heavens or spans the 
and shade, in some places bright and Seas P 

beautiful, in others dark and unsight- font a k that time shall pro 

ly; here a thread, black as night, seems That y ill b 7 s ad e At 

to darken everything it touches; there, aE YOU WITT De Bente aNareime: te Mes 

poe like a ray of spun gold, malces While memories flicker as sunsets fade, 
righter all about it. papa 

i And every ghost of the past is laid ; 

But every thread is needed to make With love a truant and passion dead, 
the texture perfect and complete, and There still comes a glimmer of sweet 
each of us can say, in the words of the sunshine. 

sweet pet-spinner : As I think of the night when you 
“T am sure 5 y 

: bowed your head— 

That tint and place, Bowed it and mingled your tears with 
In some great fabric to endure mine . y 
Past time and race , 

My thread shall have.” Song and laughter that come and go, 

Shall we not then spin our thread, Love and passion that ebb and flow, 

as it slips from our fingers day by day, The past seems a dim and receding 
so fine and fair that it may be worthy shore— 
of its place in the great life fabric? The past with its vanishing, shattered 

The weaver, as he sits at the loom, years; 

has before his eyes a pattern which he But the face that looks longest 

strives to imitate in-the fabric which he through memory’s door 

weaves. Is pallid with sorrow and wet with 
We also have a pattern after which tears. 

we should model our lives. It is the 
most perfect that has ever been And so I ask, as the twilights fade, 

wrought, and in it is reflected all the That you walk beside me still unafraid ; 

brightness and beauty the world can As we watch the flow of the ebbing 

ever know, and it is the life of our tide, 

Lord Jesus Christ. And near the shores of the unknown 

May it never be said of us careless sea, 

weavers that— That you nestle closer by my side, 

“We wove the tissue wrong, and And share your sorrows with none but 

stained me. 

“The woof with bitter tears: —Sam P. Davis. 

We wove a tissue of doubt and fear ——_—_————_ 

And not of hope and love. “I do not care where the work is, the 

Because we looked at our work, and man or woman who does work worth 

not doing is the man or woman who lives, 

At our pattern up above.” breathes, and sleeps that work; with 

When at last the thread of life has whom it is ever present in his or her . 

run its appointed course to the end, soul; whose ambition is to do it well 

and the spinning and weaving are all and feel rewarded by the thought of 

finished, then shall we having done it well.”—Ruskin. te 

“Hear their tread “The latest Gospel in this world ‘is, 

Who bear the finished web away, Know thy work and do it. Know what 

And cut the thread, thou canst work at, and work at it like 

. And bring God’s message in the sun a Hercules.”—Carlyle.........-- '



| THE NORMAL MAN 
| PROF. WILLIAM ARTHUR GANFIELD 

| It is not natural for man to be blind. The blind man 
| misses much of the beauty which nature and human soci- 

ety affords. It is not natural for man to be without the 
| power of speech. The dumb man can never become the 

orator, swaying audiences by the eloquence of his speech, 
| or entertaining friends by the sweetness of song. These 

i are all to be pitied. The condition appeals to our sym- 
4 u pathy as does that of every other human creature who is W 

i less than normal. 

| It is not natural for a man to be a weakling in moral : 
character. The spiritual sense of the human body or 

it soul is as real a part of man as is any other of the senses ii 
of the human body or soul. An injury to the moral and 
spiritual is as much to be pitied as is the man with loss of 
vision or hearing. 

! A man whose moral character has been dwarfed, and . 
: whose soul has been gashed and cut by every sharp sword 

of evil, is as much an object of pity as is any poor injured 
waif or beggar that ever sat by the wayside asking for an : 
alms. Piety is not unnatural and abnormal. The man of , 
strong character and conviction is the normal man. 

The unusual is not necessarily the unnatural. There i 
/ may be‘a community where a majority of the people are - y 

f afflicted in- some form. It may be blindness, deafness, ' 
lack of mental sanity or other misfortune. The preva-
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lence, the percentage, does not make it natural nor do we 

consider such unfortunates normal and complete beings. 

The fact that a large percentage of the members of a com- 

munity may manifest traits of moral weakness does not : 

make impiety normal. 

Nature is possessed of great recuperative power. So 

: likewise is human nature. The hot and«scorching wind 

may wither the growing grain, the cold may stunt the ‘ 
growth of flowers in early spring, the storm of wind and 

rain may beat low the crops in fields, but as soon as the 

storm and wind have past, nature is busy restoring the 

grains and flowers to normal beauty and power again. 

The youth may cut his hand with a knife. Instantly the 

process of healing begins, and if the cut be not too deep 

a nature will, herself, recover the wound. The youth may a 

likewise wound the conscience; the soul proceeds at once | 

to exercise all its recuperative powers. i 

5 The cut upon the hand produces pain. The cut or 

wound to conscience not less so, for Souls Die Hard. It is 

just as painful, and a far greater crime to commit murder 

or suicide of the human soul as to destroy the life of the 

body. 

The abnormal arouses sympathy and pity. The nor- 

mal attracts admiration. We are charmed by the perfect : 

and beautiful, whether bird or flower, or animal, or human | 

4 creature. The object of greatest beauty is the perfect man ! 

‘or woman. The most serious injury is the injury to a ‘ 

human soul. The most abnormal creature in the universe 

{ is the man with a big body, a bright keen mind and a poor 

v dwarfed soul. } 

. ih 
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Living Expenses Reduced by 
| © s & Direct Buying 

The numerous letters received in re- mine the exact household expenditure. 
ply to the article on “How to Reduce It is only a case of adopting the sys- 

|, the Cost of Living” in the December tem. It will certainly be found more 
f issue of The Progressive American convenient to have a ready supply on 

| points out the particular interest in hand. 
i the advancement of the home evoked It would be interesting to try the 

1, by the high cost of living. plan for six months, then compare the 
i The different writers show a keen grocery bill with the previous six 
1 interest in the subject and are awak- months. The benefit of the quantity 

| ening to the larger opportunities which price alone would make a marked dif- 
f lie before them. ference in the cost of living. I know 
i The housekeeper will find it keenly of several families who have bought 
i interesting to make note of the ad- their supplies in this way for years and 

vancement in the ways of her house- could not be induced to go back to the 
; hold and of the world around her as it old system. I once asked one of those 

} contributed to the needs of her family. housekeepers why they always sent 
Some housekeepers refute the idea away for their supplies, and her reply 

of buying supplies direct in quantities, was that with their large family to 
except for convenience; they say it has clothe and feed they would go to the 
a tendency toward extravagance to  poorhouse, were they to buy from hand 
have a well filled store room instead of .to mouth. 

: the proverbial tea cup in the cellar. If The country housekeeper that has 
i a housekeeper cannot manage econom-__ been educated to buy direct from the 

; ically when she has a well filled store producer has learned the benefit of 
room at her disposal, I am firmly con- buying a sufficient quantity to last six 
vinced that she would not be a judi- months, and when the merchant calls 
cious buyer were she to buy her daily at her door she is ready to put in a 
supplies over the telephone. It is very fresh supply. Experience has taught 
easy to order a pound of this and that her how much she will need. 

at a time, thinking that you buy only We make a plea for good old fash- 
what you need, but it is astonishing to ioned economy, achieved by the pur- 
see how the grocery bill grows with chase of necessities in as large quanti- 
every little purchase. I think there ties as your store room will permit, di- 
would be a greater tendency toward rect from the grower or manufacturer. 
economy if a housekeeper could only This is a saving of expenditure and 
purchase supplies twice a year. She time. 
would then figure on a minimum scale The matter of storage to avoid de- 

: and try to make it last. By careful terioration often comes up. We do not 
study of the subject and wise economy live in the seventies or eighties of the 

: she would at least be able to deter- last century when the housekeeper
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could purchase only bulk goods. To- ing. To accomplish this it must often 
day everything is put up in convenient challenge their opinion sharply and 
sized packages for family use, which sometimes run counter to their feel- 
are sealed and may be kept indefinitely. ings, but we should bring every reason- 

The traveling merchant has won the able pressure to bear upon the retail 
the confidence of the country house- grocer, butcher, and merchant for low- 
keeper by fidelity to a high standard of ‘er prices on the necessaries of life. 
palatableness and unvarying quality. It is generally believed that if house- 
Spices that our grandmothers went wives join in demanding lower retail 
long distances to buy in bulk to be prices this result can be obtained. The 
ground at home, are now delivered at general situation as well as the law of 
our door ground and put up in any supply and demand, all warrant lower 
sized box ready for use, and flavoring prices at retail, especially for food 
extracts come in sealed bottles which products. Middlemen and retailers, of 

makes it impossible for them to de- course, will resist the decline as long 
teriorate. as possible. Their profits are enor- 

The first point to consider is that mously increased when the wholesale 
goods bought direct are sold at the prices are on the decline, while retail 
very lowest possible price, and if you prices are maintained at previously 
buy on the co-operative plan from the high figures. There has been a tend- 
wholesaler the buyer receives the ben- ency toward lower prices and present 
efit of a cash discount, which is often conditions seem to point that way, but 
enough to pay the freight. which, of prospects for lower prices at retail will 
course, the purchaser has to pay. not be brighter until the consumer de- 

The prime object of articles like mands them. Supply always follows 
this is to set people thinking and do- demand. 

’ 
A New Year’s Message 

By MINNIE M. HOBBINS. 

My. Dear Middle-aged Sisters: the little ones grown to school age, 
To us who are in the early fifties mother is still more needed to teach, 

this appellation is significant, yet far to warn, and to guide. When the sad 
from being altogether pleasant. Really time comes when the young men and 
and truly, we are just a trifle past the women flit from the home nest to make 
middle, but the ripeness of judgment, their way in the great world, or to 
and tolerance of other people's opin- preside over nests of their own. Moth- 
ions which should come with advancing ers are less necessary. Mighty useful 
years, help to keep us in the happy to refer to, to visit, to rely upon in 
medium age. case of need, but their everyday and 

I can very clearly remember when I incessant watchfulness is no longer a 
thought that the woman of 40 was necessity. 
“old,” she should have lived her life We know the heartaches that come 
and retired into the background to to us all when our children assume the 
make way for us “young” women! [ burdens of maturity. Our joys, our 
have changed my youthful viewpoint, pains, our blessings and our troubles 
and realize that the woman who bears are multiplied, and we are powerless 
the burden of the heaviest work in to shield our loved ones from “the 
club, church or civic activity is usually slings and arrows of outrageous for- 
middle-aged. tune.” It is a great temptation to sit 

This is as it should be, for when our at home, reading the frequent letters, 
little children are in arms clinging living over our past joys, remembering 
about our knees, home is the place for the merry powerful, dreading the 
fullest activity of heart and brain, when ghosts that seem to flit through the
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‘ empty rooms, but resist it; this im- the travail and the privations that are 
pulse is wrong. Little children are the unfortunate lot of the great ma- 
calling to us to give them the rights jority of our sisters. 
of childhood, education and decent They are our sisters, with the same 
living; pale working sisters stretch innate desires, the same instincts, the 
forth their hands, asking for our same limitations, and the same mind. 

help in influencing the passage of laws- We having been born into a good en- 
for the better regulations for women vironment, have had every talent fos- 
workers, poor, misguided, tempted girls tered; they in a very different environ- 
are asking us to deliver them from the ment, have had no development except 
horrors of slavery. Club work, church as the native goodness and worth of 
work, rescue work, a multiplicity of their own characters prevail over their 
interests crowd upon us. Let us de- surroundings. Many, many of them 
cide this day which we shall choose. have had their lives and minds stunted 

We who have led such guarded, shel- and dwarfed by their being thrust so 
tered lives, with every wish gratified, very, very early into the battle for ex- 
can scarcely realize the world outside istence. Oh, the poor, ignorant little 
with its wickedness and evil. We have girls! and the hasty marriages! and the 
long enough closed our ears to the cry days of easy virtue, and of comfortless 
of the little children and to the appeals houses and comfortable saloons! 
of the white slaves. We have closed Dear sisters, let us lock up our pri- 
our eyes to the pestilence that boldly vate sorrows and shut up our private 
walks in our midst. We do not wish skeletons, even if we know they will 
to see nor hear; it is not pleasant. break upen the closet door and follow 

Up, arouse yourselves, my sisters; us as we go forth. Let us not look 
“the harvest is ready, but the laborers back to see their grinning faces, but 
are few.” You are needed. Connect go right onward, helping those who 
yourselves with some one, at least, of are oppressed, comforting thé sorrow- 
the earnest movements which aim for ing. and striving in our own small way, 
the betterment of present day condi- but with all our might to make this 
tions. If your strength will not allow ¢rim old world a happier and better 
personal labor. use your influence, and place for those less fortunate than our- 
lend your assistance to those who have selves. 
the physical endurance to actively pur- A Happy New Year to vou all, dear 
sue the reform movements. sisters. young. middle-aged and old! 

One’s own home, one’s husband and and may we all pull together to help 
children become infinitely more our the struggling ones on to the Heights. 
blessings when we realize the poverty. 

‘ _: . 

Mother Goose’s Melodies 
‘ By IDA RONKE. 

The origin of these melodies is some- My story had been longer’— 
what obscure, the date and author be- that is. if the measure had met with 

ing unknown, ; It is supposed that they favor, it might have been more suc- 
were originally intended for,, political cessful. 
satire. As an instance: It does not seem long since my 

“Three wise men of Gotham warmest sympathies were enlisted in 
Went to sea in a bowl”— the sad fate of poor Cock Robin, and 

that is, three distinguished men took in me he had one sincere mourner more 
an unpopular side of a question, which than is mentioned in his funeral elegy. 

.. appears as ridiculous. tg the ,public Well do I remember my absorbing 
“: mind as going to sea in,a bowl. interest in the thrilling tales of -how 

| a “If the bowl had been stronger, “The cow jumped over,.the mgon, 

[
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The little dog laughed to see such rhythm, seem to lack sense entirely. 
sport, For instance, why 

And the dish ran away with the ‘Ride a hobby horse to Banbury Cross, 
spoon.” To see an old woman ride on a white 

And horse?” 
“Tom, Tom, the piper’s son, What is there particularly charming 
Stole a pig and away he run; in this, and by what species of analogy 

. Tom was beat and the pig was eat, is added, 
And Tom went roaring down the ‘Rings on her fingers and bells on her 

street.” toes,” 
But his beating seems to have had a The last lines are true indeed. 

salutary influence, for next we find “She will have music wherever she 

him employing his spare moments in goes.” 
charming poor piggy with his musical Why is it that children will turn 
talent. from the books telling of the wonder- 

“In process of time ful little girl who never was naughty, 
Tom did play with such skill, or the bad boy who came to some ter- 
That whoever heard him rible end, and rush to the improbabili- 

Could scarcely stand still; ties of old “Mother Goose?” For her 

His music so charming, sake even the terrors of the alphabet 
Did cause them to dance, will be conquered and reading ac- 
While pigs on their hind legs quired. Those people who object to 

Did after him prance.” “Mother Goose” seem to be followers 

You may say these melodies are ri- of Grandgrind and his philosophy, 

diculous, and yet not more so than’ which, with the result of facts upon 

many romances favored by readers of his unfortunate children, Tom and, 

a more mature age, in which Serphina Louisa, Dickens portrays so vividly. 

Angelica, in flowing robes, jumps from They say in real life, cows do not 

a third-story window with a harp in “Jump over the moon,” neither do 

her hand. into the waiting arms of her “Little dogs laugh, and the dish run 

beloved Gustavus Adolphus, the white away with the spoon,” and as for “Old 
dress is never soiled nor the harp Mother Goose flying through the air on 

broken in the descent. a very fine gander or “Soaring with a 

Such miracles are commonly met broom to sweep the cobwebs from the 

with in books of this class, fairly van- skies,” they will have none of-it. But 

quishing the melodies of old “Mother as long as Mother Goose gives happi- 

Goose.” 2 ness to our little ones, we sing her 

I wonder how anv mind could have praises, and have her a welcome guest . 

conceived Mother Goose’s tales. in our nurseries. With one short quo- 

Reasonable things can be worked tation, most appropriate to the season, 
out, that is, from one fact we deduce I will close: 

another, and so on till we reach a con- “Gobble, gobble, the turkey cry, 
clusion. Eat me at Christmas along with mince 

But these songs, while they possess pie.” 

; . . 

The Baby’s Dictatorship 

“That everlasting baby,” says across our emphatic reply to this; “forever 
old bachelor, “wherever. I go it seems and a day.” 4 
ubiquitous; in church, at lectures, And, moreover, say. what you will, 

weddings or funerals, on the railroad babies rule the world, and depend upon 

cars, or on the steamboat, it forever it, these dear little rolls of flagnel and 

haunts me. Am I doomed forever to dimity are the veriest tyrants that ever 

listen to its screams?” “Yes, sir,” is held sway. Those tiny, weak arms and 

=
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‘hands, forever reaching after the un- ter of this august court, holds watch, 
attainable, bear a scepter of iron, and in a warning attitude, and with fingers 
woe to the unlucky wight that incurs upon her lips, enforces the subjection 
the wrath of one of these despots. For of the whole household to the baby 
the eyes that a moment ago actually rule. Big, rough school boy brothers 
condescended to smile at your efforts are made to walk on tip toe across the 
at being entertaining are now almost room—even father must lay off his P 
closed, the soft, fat cheeks wrinkle into boots and enter cautiously in slippers, 
something like a frown, the rosebud for the Dictator deigns to rest, and the 
mouth opens, and from it proceed loud whole establishment must, for the 
and unmitigated shrieks, each one while, almost hold their breaths till it 
louder than the preceding, and increas- shall be my lord’s sovereign pleasure 
ing in intensity. to awake. 

You, this unlucky cause of this out- “Oft in the stilly night” does his 
burst, resigning speedily your charge voice echo through the quiet chamber 
to mother or nurse, slink out of sight, of the house, and “Godfrey’s Cordial,” 
suffering all the pangs of which your “Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,” and the 
conscience is capable. While to add to like, rise in the estimation of the fam- 
your remorse, its affectionate mamma ily. But sometimes even the panaceas 
keeps asking in the baby dialect, which fail to secure peace and quietude, ana 
we will not attempt to render, if “they “eternal vigilance often seems to be 
abuse the darling?” at the same time the only price of silence” to the family 
conveying the information, “they were who are so fortunate as to possess a 
real bad and naughty to do so,” etc, Baby King. 
and more of the same sort. Fortunately, though the government 
- But finally the screams subside into is severe, it seldom lasts longer than 
sobs—a calm gradually ensues after two or three years at the farthest. For, 
the storm (we should say more prop- at the expiration of this time, the Dic- 
erly—squall), the sobs give place to tator is deposed from office, becomes 
gentle breathings, the eyelids close shorn of his honors, and learns the les- 
softly and “Hush! be still; Baby son that to sensitive hearts the world 
sleeps!” Meanwhile the worshipful seems harsh and unfeeling, cares noth- 
followers stand around in silent ad- .ing for his joys or sorrows, and only 
miration of the prettiest sight that ever notices him when by hard knocks and 
hallowed a room into the resting place earnest strivings, success crowns his 
of innocent slumber. efforts, and he has gained for himself 

And now the mother, prime minis- a name and a fame. 

. ° 4) 
The Sick Room and Invalid’s Tray 

The sick room should, if possible, it usually has a disturbing tendency. 
have walls of a plain color, hung with The writer once visited a patient 
pretty pictures, which are a source of who had been placed in a room where 
unceasing pleasure to the invalid. Only the wall paper was of the large, flow- 
a few pictures are necessary, and these ered variety, and in her delirium the 
might be changed around and perhaps patient seemed to think that those 
be replaced by others after the pre- large, round flowers were faces look- 
tense of cleaning. This will be an ing down upon her, and it had a most 

agreeable surprise to the patient, whose distressing effect, to say the least. 
eyes will be quick to note the change. At intervals the patient would beg 
A patient should never, if possible, be to be removed from such a hideous 

| placed in a room where the walls are place, and promised never again to do 
covered with paper of a bright, glaring anything to displease them, if they 

| color nor large, conspicuous flowers, as would only take her away.
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Fresh flowers are always interesting Even more important than service is 
in the sickroom. These, of course, have the quality of food for an invalid. Only 
to be removed at night. Only a potted the freshest fruits, the best cuts of 
plant may be left in the room all the meat, and the purest broths should be 
while. This should be placed near the used. 

patient’s bed, where he might watch The invalid cookery frying should be 
each new leaf and bud unfold day by eliminated, and age amis dishes. 

, day. An ever blooming cyclamen and Avoid croquettes and tarts, which well 
a red geranium are good plants. It is meaning friends often send to conval- 
also a good idea to have a glass bowl  escents, 
with two or three gold fish to interest Hav cotthetamniivd eaniad 
the patient, watching their graceful . ave ee 2 Id < saute Seeer A ca © 
movements will help to pass the time. inte special molesitor the tray. £..cus- 

. sp . . tard in a dainty cup will be eaten, 

The invalid’s tray is another thing Where the same custard in a saucer 
to be considered. This should be ar- might be scorned. 
ranged so as to tempt the eye and ap- In making junket for the invalid 

petite. omit sugar; it is easily added if needed. 
It is when one is convalescing and Toast forms such a big part of in- 

food is imperative that thought must valid cookery and it must be well made. 

be put into the daily meals. The ca- Cut the bread thin, remove the crusts, 
pricious appetite of an invalid must be toast a piece at a time over the open 

tempted. flame and butter lightly while hot. 
The tray must be dainty. The most An excellent cream toast is made by 

appetizing foods, when badly served, buttering hot toast a quarter of an inch 

fail to please. Have a special tray, thick, then putting cold cream on it; 

with a deep rim, for use in case of sick- place in the oven until most of the 

ness. For this put a scalloped edge on moisture is absorbed; sprinkle with 

half a dozen cloths that fit exactly. salt. 
Use them at no other time, and there In boiling eggs for an invalid, break 

will be no excuse for soiled linen. the egg into the cup and boil the water 

Have special china. A hot water around it. This makes them more del- 

plate on which food can be kept warm cate; if cooked in the shell, put in 

is essential. An individual chocolate cold water, and when the water comes 

or coffee pot, with cup and cream and_ to a boil the egg is cooked enough. 

sugar to match, need not cost much to Never serve unbuttered bread on an 

be attractive. Use thin glass and a invalid’s tray. Cut it as for party 

dainty dish for dessert. sandwiches, removing the crust. Make 

Overlook the tray before it is sent the slices thin. 
up. Nothing so frets a sick person as A digestible method of cooking 

to wait while someone runs to the oysters for invalids is to place the well 

kitchen for forgotten salt or butter. Do washed and unopened shell deep side 

not so fill glasses or cups that they down, over hot coals, or on the top of 

spill on the tray cover. See that the the stove. As soon as the shells open 

tray is arranged comfortably. Many a_ the oysters are done. Remove upper 

refusal to eat is due to a bad position. shell and serve with butter, pepper and . 

If you do not possess an invalid’s ta- salt. 
ble, that pushes over the bed and can Squabs, partridges, quail and young 

be screwed to any height, get a small chickens should always be broiled for 

tray on legs high enough to slip over the invalid’s tray. Split down the back, 

the patient’s body. The set tray can wash and wipe dry, then cook over 

be stood on this and its weight is not clear coals, being careful not to burn. 
felt. If the bird is not tender, set the broil- 

Never overload the tray. Nothing is er on several bricks to raise it higher 
more annoying to a sick person than to above the flame and permit slower 

face quantities of food. Better make cooking. Season with salt, a little pep- 

an extra trip to the pantry. per and butter. : 

a
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Chicken mold can often be eaten the meat through a grinder, “season 
when plain chicken fails to please. Skin with salt, pepper, a little celery salt 
a young chicken and boil until tender. and nutmeg. Straim the chicken broth, 
Remove the meat and-let the bones mix with the minced meat and putina 
boil longer until the water in which it small mold to harden. -:- 
is boiled is reduced to a cupful. Run : 

Cake Making 
By EMMA CONLEY. 

All cakes may be divided into two oven is too slow the cake will have a 
classes, butter cakes and egg cakes. coarse texture; if the oven is too hot 
All cakes belonging to either class are it will not rise sufficiently. 
mixed according to the one general A good cake is slightly rounded, 
rule that applies to that class, and if smooth, and evenly browned all over. 
that rule is mastered any cake may be_ If it cracks open it contains too much 
easily made by using the “Butter Cake flour or has baked too fast. The grain 
or Sponge Cake recipe as a basis and should be fine and uniform throughout. 
remembering a few facts. The follow- A cake is baked when it shrinks from 
ing suggestions apply to butter cakes the side of the pan, when it is firm 
only: when touched with the finger, or if a 

A great variety of cakes may be clean straw is inserted it comes out 
made by adding spices, or nuts, or rais- dry. 
ins, or chocolate. By baking the cake Butter Cake Recipe. 

| in two layers and using any of the va- Foundation for all butter cakes: | rious fillings, or by adding more short- 4 tablespoons butter 
| ening, or sugar or eggs. If more eggs 1 cup sugar , 

are used, more flour is needed. No cake 2e Pp s , 
should contain more than one-half as X& ein will 
much butter as sugar. It should con- 3 teaspoons baking powder, 
tain less than half as much milk as 134 cups flour. 
flour. If more than two eggs are used, i Neak ‘oon salt 

| the cake will require less baking pow- 1 teas P flavori 
der. Lard or half butter, or vegetable pOOn: MAVORINE. : : ff 8 Frosting: shortening may be used in place of 1 .cirp' susae 
butter, but in any case the best ingre- 1 eae white 

| dients are necessary. Exercise great ¥, teaspoon flavoring, 
care in measuring ingredients and in 5 teaspoons cold water 
preparing the oven. All measures are 4 teaspoon cream of tartar. ; 

: - ‘i a Mix sugar and water and boil slowly 
A Measure all dry ingredients first ; miX without stirring. As soon as it begins our, baking powder and salt and sift boil add i tartar to 3 5 
thoroughly. Cream the butter; this is n ou a Boil 4 ‘tl t tor © a sof 
done by working the butter until soft, b © Sugar. OF Mnh at dorms: a ‘soit . soe all when dropped into cold water o1 with the mixing spoon. Add the sugar til St threads when d afi 
gradually and work it into the butter U7 B etE when hite cage ‘Grad 
until thoroughly mixed. Add beaten ety nat fe egg white stiff. Grad- 
eggs and then add milk and flour al- Uauy al the syrup oath stirring 
ternately until all is used. Never stir fakes od as as not to dau the ie mn 
a cake after the eggs are added, be- hi . 2 to ae nd stir ae it is 
cause stirring breaks the air bubbles. tick enough to sprea on. cake. 
All mixtures containing eggs should Washington Pie. 
be beaten, never stirred. During bak- Bake “Butter Cake” recipe in two 
ing watch the oven carefully. If the layers, use marshmallow cream filling.
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Marshmallow Cream Filling. 3 teaspoons baking powder, 

1 cup cream, a teaspoon es 
1 egg, \% teaspoon salt. 

¥Y% teaspoon vanilla, Cream the butter, add sugar gradu- 

\% cup powdered sugar, ally, add the chocolate, then the eggs, 
1 cup marshmallow cut in quarters. and milk and flour alternately. Frost 

Beat cream until stiff, add sugar, and with Chocolate Frosting. 
egg white beaten stiff and dry, vanilla 
and. marshniallows. Spread between é bl Orange Cake. 
layers and on top. : tablespoons butter, 

Lady Baltimore Cake. Grated Had of ordnge; 
Bake “Butter Cake” recipe in two 3 eggs, . . 

layers. Use filling between layers and 134 cups flour, 
frosting for the top. . 3 teaspoons baking powder, 

Male ieee edae Cake. \4 teaspoon salt, 
Make sting, add: > 1% cup milk. 
% cup chopped raisins, #4 cup , 

Y2 cup nut meats, May be baked in layers and cut into 
3 figs chopped fine to one-half of the squares or diamond shapes and frosted 

frosting, spread between layers, use the aj] over. } = 
other half for top of cake. . as OEM 

Chocolate Layer Cake. f Caramel — yee 
Bake “Butter Cake” recipe in two cup sugar, ee aE 

layers, use chocolate frosting between i tablespoon melted butter, * 
the layers and on top. ~ €88S) 1 

Chocolate Frosting. A Se ae t 
1 square chocolate, “a cup mm ‘balks 
1 cup, sugar, 2 teaspoons. aking powder, . 

l4 teaspoon Vanilla, ¥ cups flour, na: , 
4 cup milk, _¥% teaspoon vanilla. a 

Yolk of 1 egg. _ Caramel Frosting. ” 
Melt the chocolate, add milk, sugar 1 cup sugar, “an 

and egg yolk. Mix all ingredients to- 5 tablespoons milk, . rn 
gether and cook until it thickens, stir- 1 tablespoon butter, oe 

ring constantly; add flavoring; cook ¥4 teaspoon vanilla. 
slightly until thickjenough to spread. Boil five minutes. Stir after taking 

In the accompanyjng recipes follow from fire, until thick enough to spread. 
rules given for mixing. Sift dry ingre- Spice Cak . 
dients first; this includes spices. Cream pice ane: 

butter, add sugar, then eggs. If the 2 cups brown sugar, 
whites and yolks are to be beaten sep- 1 cup butter, . 
arately, add yolks after sugar, and the 4 egg yolks, 
whites last. Mix a cake as little as 1 cup milk, 
possible after egg. whites are added. 2% cups flour, — Fo 
Just enough to blend the ingredients. 3 teaspoons baking powder, 
Add milk and flour alternately, so as 1 teaspoon cloves, . 
to keep the mixture of the same con- 2 teaspoons nutmeg, ‘ 
sistency throughout the process. 1 Wa cee cinnamon. ce. 

Chocolate Cake. ae of Aes eggs pore ge 
6 tablespoons butter and fold the whites in at the last. Bake 
1 Pp she in two layers. Use Chocolate Frost- 
2 so htceolate 6 " _ ing between’the layers and for top. 

2 eggs, _ , = ‘ : Nut Cake. . 

2-3 cup milk, at 6 tablespoons butter, a4 
1% cups flour, : .-1 cup sugar, ' ,
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134 cups flour, 3 eggs, 
¥% cup chopped butternuts or hickory ¥% teaspoon soda, 

nuts, 1 teaspoon cloves, 
3 eggs, 1 cup raisins, 
% cup milk, ¥Y% cup butter, 
2% teaspoons baking powder, 1 cup sour milk, 
% teaspoon vanilla, 2% cups flour, 
% teaspoon salt. 1 teaspoon cinnamon. 
Bake in muffin pans for small cakes Mix as for butter cake. Bake in muf- 

or in one layer. fin pans. This recipe will make sixteen 
‘ buns. 

Spanish Buns. Sweet milk and B. P. may be used 
1% cups sugar, instead of sour milk and soda. 

Prunes as a Food 
It is the purpose of this article to Claras that is world wide; yet many 

tell how the fruit is grown sand dried of their prunes are grown on irrigated 
for use by describing the different proc- lands that are not strong enough to 
esses which it has to pass through be- grow best quality prunes. 
fore it reaches the consumer. Oregon stands next to California in 

The area where prunes can be grown the prune industry. During the past 
with any measure of success in the four years the Oregon acreage has 
United States is limited to the Pacific been greatly reduced, owing to sour 
Coast States. California, with its sap attacking the trees. The change- 
rainless summers, has ideal conditions able weather during the early spring 

| for growing and curing prunes. Sun months has been a great drawback to 
dried fruits of all kinds are more whole- Oregon prune growers. The prunes 
some and nutritious than that which are larger than the California product 
is dried in evaporators, and in the when green, but they are not so 
prune growing sections of California rich in sugar they shrink consider- 
the product of the orchards is dried out ably in drying. Cold countries, such 
in the glorious sunshine. as Russia, Alaska and Northwestern 

The best prunes are grown in the Canada, generally prefer the Oregon 
Russian River Valley, Sonoma Coun- prune on account of its acid taste. 
ty. This valley is well watered with Washington and Idaho have not been 
streams that are filled to overflowing very successful in growing the com- 
with the winter rains, assuring the mercial prune, but they do grow very 
orchardist against drouths. good prunes for home consumption. 

Good, large fruit, rich in sugar, is A few years ago prunes were con- 
grown on these lands without either sidered a luxury; now they are rightly 
Tain or irrigation during the summer classed as a staple food product. All 
months. The prune growers of this things considered, they are by far the 

| favored section, however, have not most nutritious of any one article of 
been alive to their own interests in diet, not even excepting whole wheat, 
advertising their products, and today which is called the staff of life. They 
Sarta Clara County takes precedence can be utilized ina greater variety of 
in Eastern markets. The Easterner ways than any other fruits, fresh or 
has been led to believe that all good dried. Bread and prunes will furnish 
prunes wéré Senta Claras, while the the motive power for either muscle or 
facts are that they have been buying brain work; thus the man who wields 
Russian River prunes for years and the pick, or the man who adds up fig- 
selling them as their own. In this way ures may make a meal rich in all the . 
they have built up a trade for Santa elements of repair, from bread and 

1
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runes. The fact that all who work to get pickers, unless the grower gives | Pp a : g g g | 
among prunes, picking, curing or pack- more than they can earn at other work. } 

ing them, increase in flesh and improve —_ A fast as the prunes are picked they 
of health Boule bea Sood. Se er are loaded on a truck and taken to the 
of their value as a food. tomach gj tank 
troubles and constipation disappear un- Tank ck Leite os 5 and mentees, bos 

sre mildly lmtive Aa iaran the weit. 20. A few years aga a machine was | 
er can learn, prunes are the only fruit oe ee De te ott wae ts ies | 

that does not commence to disintegrate pense with the dipping process; but it | 

after a reasonable time has been alo Was g failure, owing to the excessive 
lowed for ripeness. Some varieties of jo.5 of sugar from the prunes and | 

apace are enod peer, bat event toughness of the skin. Cracking the 
anh, 5 cy ™ dis ground sphere they skin with lye water is a very essential 
will lay o} . 

(i : part of the curing process, hence none 
dropped ripe from the tree for six hut old hands who understand just 

ths, and will then be sweet and } 
Monts, e0¢, “Wi d en 4 h 4 Thi when to take them out, are allowed to 

good, theegh nee ry anc har 1 dri 4 dip. Two men stand at the tray ready 
proves that they are a natural dried to receive the prunes. When the dip- 

fruit product. per comes out of the dip the contents 

The best prunes are those that drop are tipped over through a chute on to 

from the tree when fully ripe. They the tray. A quick jerk spreads the 

dry evenly, and when cured have a_ prunes, the full. tray is then loaded on 

deep, glossy black color. Some sea- @ truck and by a swift movement the 

sons, for causes not altogether under- man on the ie replaces it vue as 

stood, the prunes do not drop well; empty one. ree men can dip an 

. then a man goes ahead of the pickers spread one hundred trays an hour. 

and gives each tree a jar or shake. Men, The tare are mee out " the dry 

women and children go out from the ground and spread in rows, leaving a 

towns and nearby cities to pick prunes. walk between, so that if cloudy weath- 

Families hire a tent and make an out- = ea fas une can Re Rieck 
ing of prune picking. The average while drying. After they reach a cer- 

price of the box is from five to eight em stage a eh are stacked up = 
cents, according to size of box. A good piles of about fifteen trays. Little 

picker can earn from two to three dol- blocks between each tray give air to 
lars a day in a fair crop. Children and the prunes, and in this way the curing 

young people, when steady, make the process is continued. When they are 

best pickers. Their limbs are more ready for the next process, two men go 

supple than older people, arid they do over them, picking out all soft prunes 

not lose so-much time in getting up that oe songs ae teg eats, and 

and emptying their buckets. While it any sunburned fruit the pickers may 

appears easy to pick prunes, it is hard, have put in. They are then emptied 

laborious work. To earnaday’s wages into boxes and hauled to the fruit 

the picker must keep moving hands house. Here the prunes go through a 

and body, yet never stand upright, ex- sweat, and great care and watchfulness 

cept when emptying box or bucket. are needed, or they may spoil after all 

There is, therefore, a constant strain the work has been done. As the sweat- 

on back, neck and knees. Some pick- Img goes on, the prunes are shoveled 

ers complain of backache, some con- from.one side of a bin to the other, so 

tract wry necks, and some have to pad as to insure perfectly cured fruit. The 

their knees in order to keep at work; future keeping. qualities of the prune 

while all agree that for making the pepend et ig oc poe it has 

limbs and joints stiff and sore, prune been properly dried and cured. 

picking cannot be beat. No one likes When the prunes are packed for sale 

to pick prunes, and when there are de- they are dipped again to give them a 

mands for help in other lines it is hard shiny coat. This process adds to the
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attractiveness, and to the weight, with: sugar; cook prunes, remove seeds and 
out improving the quality of the fruit. cut into small pieces; add sugar and 
It could be dispensed with if consum- then cook five minutes. Beat whites 
ers were educated to buy foods on of eggs until stiff; add prunes and 
merit instead of appearance. What the lemon juice; pile lightly va buttered 
packers use for a dipping solution is, pudding dish. Bake twenty minutes 
of course, a trade secret, but as the and serve cold with soft custard over 
pure food law is strictly enforced, no it. Soft custard: Take two cups of 
fear need be entertained that any in- milk, yolks of three eggs, one-fourth 
jurious substance will be used. Still, cup of sugar, one-eighth teaspoon of 
if prunes could reach the consumer as __ salt, and one-half teaspoon of vanilla. 
they leave the grower, there would be 
economy of price and a richer, better Stuffed Prunes. 
flavor in the fruit. It stands the pur- Soak large, perfect prunes in cold 

chaser in hand to buy prunes in bulk, water several hours; steam until the 
- he can lio ea. If ue eolioee skins are tender and the stones easily 
always remember that supply follows removed. Take out the stones and fill 
demand. You have only to insist on the open spaces with dates, figs, wal- 

being served with what you want and nuts, or pecans’ chopped fine. Press the 
the merchants will supply it. prunes into symmetrical shape, then 

— roll in fine granulated sugar. Let stand 
SOME APPETIZING PRUNE for several days before serving. 

DESERTS. Prune’ Tapioca. 

Prune Souffle. One-half cup pearl tapioca soaked 

Beat the whites of six eggs to a stiff OVET night in tepid water. In the 3 
froth and add a third teaspoonful of ™orning put into a basin and cover 
cream of tartar. Beat the yolks of with water and boil about twenty min- 
three eggs and add them to a pint of utes. Add prune juice and half a cup 

cooked and sweetened prunes that of prunes stoned and cut into smatt 
have been picked up into fine bits. Mix Pieces, one-half cup of sugar, butter 
lightly into the beaten whites and bake the size of a walnut. After it is boiled 
in a buttered pudding dish ‘set: in a place in the oven and bake until a thin 

| pan of water for a half hour. crust is formed over the top. Serve 
| Prins Pudditig with whipped cream. 

5 
Stew one-half a pound of prunes un- — 

til soft, stone and chop. Add one- SOME RECIPES. 
half a pound of stoned and chopped s 
dates, one-half a cupful of walnuts and . Paste for Pies. 
one-half a cupfyl of sugar. Mix well, To one and one-half cups pastry flour 
and add the stiffly beaten whites of (once sifted) add one-half teaspoon salt 
three eggs. Cook twenty minutes in and work in one-fourth cup lard, using - 
a hot oven and gerve cold with cream. the tips of the fingers. Moisten to a 

. dough with very cold water, toss on a 
One cu oe we board dredged sparingly with flour, 

p of prunes, well stewed and é and-rell out to one-fourth iach. i 
chopped, the whites of seven eggs, ae kn : k ome a oi tl 2 wider 
beaten stiff, one-half cup of sugar. Put ickness, keeping paste a little wider 
in greased pan and bake in hot oven than long, and corners square. Place 
until lightly browned. Serve with one-fourth cup washed butter on cen- 

: ter of lower half of paste. Cover but- 
whipped.cream, : ter by folding upper half of paste over 

Pryne Whip. it. Press edges firmly to enclose as 
One-third pound of prunes, eighteen, much air as possible. Fold right side 

one-half tablesppon of lemon juice, of paste over enclosed butter, the left 
whites of five eggs, one-half cup of side under enclosed butter. Pat. and ~
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roll out, fold so as to make three lay- thus made with filbert nut meats. Ar- 
ers, turn half way around, pat and'roll range in a bed of lettuce leaves and | 
out; repeat, when the paste is ready to. garnish with a few cherries from which | 
be used. If it is necessary for it to the stems have not been removed. | 
stand for a short time, fold in cheese- Serve with French dressing. © 

cloth, put in covered tin and keep in a Chocolate Cream Pie. 
cold place, but never in direct contact Beat f = slich . 
with the ice. This paste requires a eat four eggs slightly, add one and 

= fioderite oven: one-half cups sugar, one-third cup of 
Mock Cherry Pie softened butter, two-thirds cup: grated 

. ae unsweetened chocolate, one cup cream, 

aod ee On eee ect nee Oey Mano Wa Sea ar fem , , salt. Cook over hot water unt - 
hour. Remove berries from water and ture thickens, cool slightly turn into 
add one-half cup raisins, seeded and a deep pie plate, lined with’ paste, and 
chopped, one cup sugar, two teaspoons bake in a moderate oven. Cover with 

dee eiblegomn ar starch) mit ace ee Eee ghana s s cook meringue. 
enough cold water to pour easily, add . 
to one cup boiling water and let boil Canned Peach Pie. 
five minutes. Combine mixtures and Turn the contents of one quart can 
pour into a deep plate lined with paste. Peaches into a saucepan and let stand 
Cover with an upper crust and bake ¢xposed to the air one hour. Add one- 
in a moderate oven forty-five minutes. third cup sugar and cook slowly until 

Transparent Pie peaches are very soft and syrup is 
5 Z ae quite thick. Cut halves of peaches in 

purine 2 dee pie plate with paste and fourths Tengihwise and turn into 
cup butter, and add gradually, while pastry case, then cover with whipped 
beating constantly one: Cup aoe erat cream sweetened and flavored with va- 

ulated sugar; then add the yolks of oe oe a tages den ee vite 
four eggs, one at a time, continuing the vee . . A 

beating” ‘Add slowly one-third eo of with paste, prick several times with 

wine, one tablespoon lemon juice, and a fark, Bul oven Bay shee -and bake:ip 

a few grains salt. Bake in a moderate and fill . P Pistes 
oven, cool slightly, cover with me- . ‘5 
ringue and return to oven to cook the . Pumpkin Pie. 
meringue. . Line a deep pie plate with paste and 

Meringue for Pies. build up a fluted rim, turn in pumpkin 

Beat the whites of three eggs until ee ogee. eee ated 
stiff, and add gradually, while beating heat tse and stile in combination 
constantly, four tablespoons powdered need to hoe cooked at a low tempera 
sugar, then cut and fold in three and ture. . For the .pumpkin ixtures mis 

one-half tablespoons powdered sugar . ? 
and flavor with one-half teapsoon lem- one and one-half cups arg ane 
on extract or one-third teaspoon va- strained pumpkin, two-thir thas ° 
nilla. A meringue of this kind should TW" sugar, one teaspoon vanilla, one- 
be cocked about eight minutes in a half teaspoon ginger, one-half teaspoon 

moderate oven. If removed from the salt, two eggs, slightly Wrates O78 and 
oven before thoroughly done, the eggs cae halt cups milk, and one-half cup 
will liquefy and the meringue will set- © Kant 
tle; if cooked too long the meringue Asparagus Salad. Ba 
will be tough. Cut cold boiled asparagus in inch 

Cherry Salad. pieces, and arrange in nests of lettuce 

Remove stems from cherries, then leaves. Serve with F ‘ 
wash and drain. Make a cut in each Lyman Dressing: . 
cherry, remove. stones and fill’ cavities Beat the yolks of four eggs until 

. ,
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thick, and add gradually, while beat- over French dressing, to which is add- 
ing constantly, one-fourth cup olive oil, ed one-half teaspoon finely chopped 
then add one-fourth cup vinegar and shallot or onion, and serve with may- 
one tablespoon lemon juice. Cook over onnaise dressing. 
hot water until mixture thickens, and : 
cool; then add gradually one-fourth , French. Dressing. 
cup olive oil, two teaspoons powdered Mix one-half teaspoon salt, one- 
sugar, one teaspoon salt, and a few fourth teaspoon pepper, two table- 
grains cayenne. Just before serving SPOONS vinegar, and four tablespoons 
add one pint heavy cream beaten until alive oil, and stir until well blended. 

stiff. Cucumber Salad. 

Chicory Salad. Remove a thick slice from each end 

Separate the leaves from one head of of a cucumber, cut off a thick paring, 
chicory, wash thoroughly, drain and and with a sharp pointed knife cut six 

arrange in salad bowl as near the orig- Parallel grooves lengthwise of cucum- 
inal shape as possible. Just before serv- et at equal distances; then cut in thin 
ing time pour over parallel slices crosswise, keeping cu- 

. : cumber in its original shape. Arrange 
Berksire Dressing. on lettuce leaves and pour over French 

Mix one-half teaspoon salt, one- dressing. 
eign ge pepper, a few grains Cucumber Sauce. 
paprika, five tablespoons olive oil and : 
two tablespoons tarragon vinegar. Stir Ears ue emcuan er, chop, drsin - 
until well blended, then add one table- most. “4 vig and jseason with; Salt; 
spoon each onion and parsley, finely pepper, and’ vinegar. 
chopped. Malaga Salad. 

Halibut Salad Remove skins and seeds from Mal- 

Season one and one-half cups cold ap arepes, Add at eciual quentiey ot 
cooked flaked halibut with salt, cay- Bag ist, eae queasy are es 
enne and lemon juice. To boiled dees and avane eS ay ie : : cut. isten wi renc ressing. 
feed ecliice toskel ocean ne Arrange on ie aes lesa, Earpiah with 

half tablespoons cold water. As soon aut a me oe ae "4 ae 
as dressing begins to thicken add one- ston OWE ead: 
half cup heavy cream beaten until stiff, One cup of sweet milk, one cup sour 
then fold in the fish. Turn into indi- milk, one cup cornmeal, two cups gra- 
vidual molds, chill, remove from the ham flour, one-half cup molasses, one 
molds, and arrange on lettuce leaves. teaspoon baking soda, one-half tea- 
Serve with cucumber sauce. spoon salt. Mix quickly and steam for 

Boiled Dressing. two and one-half hours. Then set in 

Mix one teaspoon mustard, one tea- me Be and ei a ao Qe d ’ or Boston brown bread, “mix an 
eee nee ee sift one cupful each of rye meal, gran- 

and a few grains cayenne. Add one wet norm ae graham Baus 
teaspoon melted butter, the yolk of one ae Home Companion. “Add one teas 

ck — De eas dine ee spoon salt, three-fourths teaspoon soda, 
| Hota, 32 ~ three-fourths cup molasses, and one 
| tatty cout spite Henkes. Cool and three-fourths cups sweet milk. Stir 
| be t a fl ati cup heavy cream, until well mixed, turn into a buttered 

eaten until sti e . mold, cover and steam three and one- 
Clubmen’s Favorite. half hours. Do not fill the mold more 

Arrange small, thin slices of rare than two-thirds full. The cover should 
cold roast beef, thinly sliced cold boiled be tied down firmly with a string; oth- 

i potatoes, sliced tomatoes, and cold erwise the bread in rising might force 
| string beans on a bed of lettuce. Pour off the cover. If a steamer is not at -
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hand, place mold on a trivet in kettle add gradually one-fourth cup sugar 
containing boiling water, allowing the and one egg, well beaten. Sift two 
water to come half-way up around cups flour with three teaspoons baking 
mold. Cover closely and steam, adding powder, and add to first mixture al- 
as needed more boiling water.” ternately with three-fourths cup milk. 

Baking Powder Biscuit. Bake in buttered tin gem pans in a 
Mix and sift two cups bread flour moderate oven twenty-five minutes. 

(once sifted), one-half teaspoon salt, Rye Gems. 

act oowder Paar ion Aare Mix and sift one and two-thirds cups 
. 1 rye flour, on d one-thi 

each lard and butter, using the tips of flour, fous teaspoons bekice hala 

the fingers; then add gradually three- and one teaspoon salt; then add one 

tats gaz rule ang Yt,g CASE and onefourth cups ik one fourth : : : ,, olasses, two eggs, well beaten, 
pat and roll lightly until one-half inch and three fallesacae melted butter. 
in thickness. Shape with a round bis- Bake in hot, buttered, iron gem pans 
cuit cutter, first dipped in flour. Place , . 
close together in a buttered pan and Date Muffins. 
bake in a hot oven fifteen minutes. If Mix and sift one and one-half cups 
baked in too slow an oven, the gas will entire wheat flour, two teaspoons bak- 
escape before it has done its work. ing powder, and one-half teaspoon salt. 

Luncheon Fruit Rolls. Beat the yolks of two eggs until thick 

Mix and sift two cups flour, four tea- and lemon. colored, and. add ‘one: cup P: ’ spoons: bakin owder; oneshall “teas milk. Combine mixtures and beat thor- 
P BP 4 oughly; then add two tablespoons of 

spoon salt, and one tablespoon sugar. : 
Work in two tablespoons butter, usin melted butter and the whites of two 

. P ; 8 eggs, beaten until stiff. Fold into the the tips of the fingers; then add grad- 88° 
ually two-thirds cup milk. Toss on a mixture one-half cup dates, stoned, 
lightly floured board, pat and roll to spas ered - dredged with non ae 
one-fourth inch in thickness. Brush '” buttere ae Pans: 1m. 'a) moderate 
over with melted butter and sprinkle ©V€" twenty-hve: minutes. 
with one-third cup raisins, stoned and Berkshire Popovers. 
finely chopped, two tablespoons citron, Mix two-thirds cup graham flour, 

finely chopped, one tablespoon sugar, one and one-third cups pastry flour, 
and one-third teaspoon cinnamon. Roll and one-half teaspoon salt; then add 

like a jelly roll, arid cut into pieces gradually, while beating constantly, 
three-fourths inch in thickness. Place two cups milk. Beat two eggs until 
on a buttered sheet and bake in a hot very light, add to first mixture, and 
oven fifteen minutes. Currants may be beat two minutes. Turn into hissing 
substituted for raisins, if one so de- hot buttered iron gem pans and bake 

sires. thirty-five minutes in a hot oven; or 
Maryland Corn Gems. the. mixture may be baked in buttered 

Cream one-half cup butter, and add earthen cups, when the bottom will 
gradually, while beating constantly, have a glazed appearance. 
three-fourths cup sugar, then add three Baltimore Muffins. 

ges, well besten, ad ie eu one Halt Mix one-fourth cup hominy and one- 

eeanweal ‘one ca ; our five teaspoons half teaspoon! salt) add one-half ‘cup of 
baking powder and one teaspoon salt boiling “water, icovet, ene tet seed ia 2 aad ; til hominy absorbs water. Add oné ‘cup 
a im oe scalded milk to one cup cornmeal, then 

vidual tins in a moderate oven from add. thres tablespaces sneer and thsee : tablespoons butter. Combine mixture, 
twenty to twenty-five minutes. - add the yolks of two eggs beaten until 

Flour Muffins. thick and lemon colored, and_ the 
Cream one-fourth cup butter, and whites of two eggs beaten until stiff. 

—" ia
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Sift over three teaspoons baking pow- about an inch in thickness. When firm 
der and beat thoroughly. Bake in hot, cut in cubes. 

Z buttered, iron gem pans. Cheese: Crackers. 

Reception Rolls. _ Split common crackers, spread spar- 

Add four tablespoons butter, two ingly with butter and sprinkle with 
tablespoons sugar, and one teaspoon grated cheese, seasoned highly with 
salt to two cups scalded milk. When salt and cayenne. Arrange in a drip- 
lukewarm add one yeast cake dissolved ping pan and bake until delicately 
in one-fourth cup lukewarm water and browned. Arrange on a plate covered 
three cups bread flour (once sifted). with a doily. 
Beat thoroughly, cover, and let rise Roast Turk om 
until light; cut down and add enough D 1 £Y ae Seacig 
flour to knead; it will take about two ress; .C eat, Stult and truss ‘a ten- , : pound cock turkey and rub over with 
and one-half cups. Cover, let rise soit Place on back on rack in diia- 

again, toss on. slightly floured board, ping pan and spread breast, legs and 
knead, shape in small biscuits, place wings with one-fourth cup of butter 

: in rows on a floured board, cover with upbed uniil creamy. and ‘mixed. with 
_ cloth and pan, and let rise until light one-fourth cup ote. Place in a. hot 

and well puffed. Flour the handle of a oven, and when the surface is browned 
: wooden spoon and make a deep crease reduce heat and baste with fat in pan. 

mn mueiie of cach biacuit, tas ee Baste every fifteen minutes during the 

pres cles together, Place close¥ roasting wth onehall cup butter de 
twelve to fifteen minutes in a hot oven. solved insiewo! Cups: boiling water, and 

Macedoine of Fruit. frequently during ‘the cookie, that ce ring the cooking, tha 
|. This may be made with any combi- the bird may brown evenly. A ten- 
nation of fruit, fresh or canned, dried pound turkey requires about three 

“or preserved. At this season. of the hours for the roasting. 
year a mixture of fresh pines with Celery Stuffing. 

oranges, prunes and any left-over fruit Pour one cup boiling water over 
juices can be utilized. The little evap- three and one-half cups stale bread 
orated German cherries make a rich, broken in pieces, cover, and let stand 
fruity juice. Wash, soak over night, fifteen minutes. Put in a piece of 
and stew gently until all goodness is cheesecloth and press out all water that 
extracted. Strain and sweeten. Add js possible, then add one-half cup of 
a pineapple, peeled and shredded; some melted butter, one teaspoon salt, one- 
nice prunes soaked over night, the pits eighth teaspoon pepper, two teaspoons 

removed and the meat cut in small poultry seasoning, and one-half cup of 
pieces, two or three oranges peeled finely chopped celery. . : 
and cut in bits, and any surplus left Brown Gravy. 

_ over from canned or preserved fruits. «eg e : : 
Stew gently, sweeten to taste, and Pour off liquid in pan in which tur- 
serve with buttered wafers or brown key has been roasted. From liquid re- 
bread sandwiches. This will keep for Ove four tablespoons fat; return to 
some time. If it shows signs of fer- roasting pan and brown with four ta- 
menting, boil up again. blespoons flour ; then pour on gradu- 

If desired, gelatine may be added to @/ly, while stirring constantly, two cups 
this, allowing a level tablespoonful of Stock in which giblets, neck and tips of 
granulated gelatine to each cup of the W!"8S have been cooked. Bring to the 

| macedoine. Soften the gelatine in cold boiling point, let boil five minutes, sea- 
water, then dissolve over steam or add: S07 with salt and pepper, and strain. 
to the hot macedoine. The bits of fruit Cranberry Punch. 
may be_left in or strained out, as pre- Remove the seeds from one-fourth 
ferred. Poury into small molds or an cup raisins, cover with boiling water 
earthen dish, spreading the. mixture and let cook one-half hour. Drain, re- ~
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serve liquor and add to three cups of chopped fine, a hard boiled egg and an 
cranberries with two cups of boiling onion—also minced, and the onion 
water. Let boil eight minutes, and browned—and a small red pepper. The 
force through a sieve; then add three Spanish add chopped raisins and olives, 
tablespoons lemon juice and one and_ but I do not like them. Insert the fill- 
one-half cups sugar. Freeze toa mush, ing and close the ends of the balls so 

. using equal parts of crushed ice and that it will not ooze out. Roll in egg 
rock salt. Serve in punch glasses and and cracker crumbs and bake in a 
garnish the top of each with three or quick oven. 
four cooked raisins. / Hamburger Steak. 

Fruit Pudding, Sterling Sauce. 5 

Scald three and one-half cups milk, Put a generous lump of lard or but- 
pour over one and one-third cups of ter into a skillet. When it hisses slice 
rolled common crackers and let stand a large Sana and brown it in the fat. 
one hour. Add one cup sugar, one- Next put in as much hamburger steak 

fourth cup melted butter, one-half cup 5 will suffice for the family. Stir un- 
cream, five eggs, well beaten, one-half til thoroughly cooked. Salt and pep- 
grated nutmeg, one-fourth teaspoon of P&t to taste. Turn out upon a hot dish 
cinnamon, one teaspoon salt, one cup and pour over it a pint of cooked : 
raisins, seeded, one-fourth cup cur- canned tomatoes or the same quantity 
rants, and one-fourth cup citron, finely of fresh stewed, seasoned and strained. 
cut. Turn into a buttered mold, set in Add enough hot water to make a good 
a pan of hot water, and bake in a slow ST@VY if the tomatoes are not liquid 
oven three hours, stirring after the enough. Thicken this sauce with a 
first half hour of the cooking to pre- TUX of butter and flour cooked to- 
vent the fruit from settling. Remove gether. The flavor may be improved 
from mold and serve with Sterling by cooking a bay leaf in the sauce. 
sauce. If a mold is not at hand a deep Serve the dish hot with bread and po- 
bread pan will serve as a desirable sub- tatoes for a family dinner. 
a _ Serve with sauce flavored with Baked Hamburger Steak, 
ru 5 

: # WWIEE Mix a handful of fine bread crumbs 
Savory Oysters. into two pounds of steak and season 

Clean one quart oysters, parboil and with onion juice, paprika and salt. Not 
drain. Melt one-half cup butter, add too much onion. That is too often the 
one-half cup flour and stir constantly ane of the “hamburgher.” Mold into 
until well browned; then pour on grad- an oblong loaf, brush all over with 

ually, while stirring constantly, two beaten egg and sift fine cracker crumbs 

cups oyster liquor and one cup brown over this. Lay in your covered roast- 
stock. Bring to the boiling point and er when you have poured half a cupful 

add seasonings. Season with two tea- of weak stock, or failing this, butter 
spoons Worcestershire sauce, a few and water enough to prevent scorching, 
drops onion juice, salt and pepper. about the base of the loaf. Cover and 
Serve in timbale cases or patty shells. roast from half to three-quarters of an 

fed Potato: ish Style. hour. Uncover and brown lightly. 
oa 2 4 Ee  ored Ciilen Transfer to a hot dish. Thicken the 

mashed potatoes with flour to bind it 8T@¥¥ io = gored -s of the oak 
into a soft paste. Mold with your hands ine t a ae ree z a © a itch 
into rolls resembling medium sized po- boaaue Oe. easOm Wi ace 

. ouquet or, if you like, with a little 
tatoes, rather long than round. Make b h Boil d 
a hole in the center of each with the Drown Sherry. Boil up once and pour 

: over the mounded steak. Have ready 
middle finger, large enough to hold a kad sh sliced and b 4 
tablespooniul of filling. cooked enough sliced an: rowne 

bananas to garnish your “roast,” lay- 
Filling for Stuffed Potatoes. ing them on end and against the sides 

Any cold meat you chance.to have of the mound. 

. . a aa
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Steak in New Form. slices of the bacon. Over this place 

Have you ever tried rouladen? They the rest of the beans, with the salt, 
are made somewhat after the fashion Sugar or molasses, and bacon on top. 
of “mock duck.” Cover with soft water and bake at least 

Cut round steak into small strips, eight hours, though they are better if 
spread these with chopped fat pork baked all day. Add soft water as 
seasoned to taste; roll up; tie securely needed. . . 
with cotton twine and dip into flour. Baked beans seem incomplete if 
Have ready in a casserole a good sized served without brown bread. To make 
piece of butter; put the rouladen in; this old fashioned delicacy, take one 
cover and let them cook in their own and one-half pints of sour milk, to 
juice for fifteen minutes, turning tnem which should be added one cup of bak- 
once or twice. Then pour in a gener- ing molasses and a scant teaspoonful 

ous cupful of water; cover and cook of soda. Foam separately, then add 
gently until they are done. Clip and four cups graham flour, one teaspoon- 
remove the string and serve in their ful baking powder and one teaspoonful 
own gravy. salt. Put in one-pound baking pow- 

When Baking Beans. der cans, steam two and one-half hours 

. eg and bake a half hour. 
Boston has given at least one indis- 

pensable dish to the culinary depart- Baked Beans. 
ment of every home where good food Put a pint of beans to soak over 
is relished. Travelers have said that night. In the morning drain and cover 
there are beans-and beans, but it re- with fresh water and put on the stove 
mains for the Hub City to make of the to boil. When boling add a teaspoon 
homely little vegetable a food fit for soda and boil till the skins break, 
the gods. drain and cover with water and bring 

To make baked beans, soak one and_ to a boil once more, add a quarter of 
one-half pints small white beans over a pound of salt pork and boil a few 
night in soft water. In the morning minutes. Then turn beans into bean 
drain and parboil, but not enough to jar and season with salt and molasses. 
crush the beans. Place in the bottom Slice pork and place over the top of 
of a bean pot several slices of bacon beans, then take a large onion, slice 
(salt or fresh pork), then put in about very thin and place on top of pork and 
half the beans, over which sprinkle beans. Cover and bake slowly until 

salt, a heaping spoonful of brown sugar done. These are delicious, if seasoned 
or New Orleans molasses, then more properly. 

THE THINGS THAT ENDURE. 

By Florence Wilkinson. 
What wish you, immortality? 
Then of frail visions become the wooer. 
Stone cities melt like mist away, 
But footsteps in the sand—endure. 

Assyria was mowed down like grass. 
Queen Ptah a thousand slaves would give 
To buy her body from the tomb. 
Yet one slave’s laugh—shall live. 

Words sown upon the air float forth, 
Immortal voyagers. 

The solid mountain shall dissolve, 
But not that look of Hers. . 

. —Munsey. :
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WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN 
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| 
Strong and Varied College Courses 

Classics, Science, Commerce 

Pedagogy, Home Economics 

Oratory and Music 

Special attention to Practical Subjects 

cA christian college where scholarship and character 

are both emphasized. 

Most desirably and beautifully located. 

SEND FOR CATALOG 
WILBUR O. CARRIER, President 
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—_—__In——_ 

There are few sections of the country which are more per- 
fectly adapted for farming purposes than Marinette County, 

, Wisconsin—a condition not generally known. 

There the soil is deep, fertile and peculiarly rich, being 

formed of clay loam with a deep clay subsoil and watered by 

numerous spring-fed streams. 

Clover grows luxuriantly, and grasses of all descriptions 

grow in profuse abundance. For dairying and stock raising it 

would be difficult to find more ideal conditions than those ex- 
isting in Marinette County. 

The proximity of the land to the Chicago and, St. Paul 
: markets makes it especially desirable—it taking but twelve hours : 

at the most to place one’s products in either of these great . 

markets. The transportation facilities are exceptionally fine. ‘ 

Sugar beets are developing in parts of the county, and 

already the third largest beet sugar factory in the United States 

is located in the City of Marinette. 

Garden truck is another source of profit to Marinette County 

farmers, and opportunities in this branch of farming are many— 
the local markets at the present time being but one-fourth sup- 
plied by local effort. 

Marinette County is one of the very few places left in the 
| country where farm lands that ordinarily sell for $100 per acre 
| in settled communities can be purchased for as little as $7.50 
| to $20 per acre. 

| WRITE FOR BOOKLET 

SKIDMORE LAND CO. i 

BOX 56 0 MARINETTE, WIS2
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MILTON, WISCONSIN 

1911-12 

SECOND SEMESTER BEGINS FEBRUARY 5 

a a ee é : 

2 : Ki 

Whitford Memorial Hall, Milton College } 

A COLLEGE f@ liberal training for young men | 

and women. Good moral atmosphere. High | 

Ideals. Strong courses. New and .improved } 

equipment for Science. 

:6.€ 

For catalogues and information address — 

THE REV. WILLIAM C. DALAND, D. D., President |; 
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The Progressive American has a Mission 

ITS PAGES CONTAIN A MESSAGE 

The country needs a magazine of the type of The 

Progressive American. 

Strictly Non-partisan. Independent in Politics. An 

impartial view of partisan acts and policies. 

Editorials of strong moral character, dominated by 

religious tone and spirit. 

The Best of Everything. Specialists writing for 

every department. Other sought to Read it. 

Show the magazine to your friends and neighbors. 

Secue their subscription and sen ¢ t to us. 

The greater the circulation, the larger the amount of 

advertising, Advertising sustains a magazine. We must 

have advertising, therefore we must have circulation. 

You can do a triple service. You can help the 
| magazine. You can bring a benefit to your friends, 

| ‘You can secure a very beautiful and useful house- 

| hold article for little effort. 

Read our premium offer on page 560 '
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APPLETON, WISCONSIN. 

Sixty-two Years of Successful History. 

Six Hundred and Fifty Students. 

A DVANTAGES---Beautiful and healthful location, excellent 

buildings, extensive scientific equipment, forty-four teach- | 
ers, some two hundred courses in college of liberal arts, 

high standards of scholarship, general culture and pre-profes- 

sional courses, well established reputation for high grade of 

college work, special attention given to character building, 

successful athletics, an exceptionally successful conservatory of 
music, and a strong department of expression, very moderate 

expenses. 

NO THIS: Lawrence is about the right size for the 

best average results in undergraduate work. 

Lawrence takes special care to have students in 

familiar touch with the teachers. 

Lawrence puts scholarship first and athletics and social 
life second. 

Lawrence is a college with high Christian ideals and seeks | 

to develop the highest type of manhood and womanhood. 

Lawrence can give you as thorough an undergraduate 

course as you are apt to get in the large universities and at half | 

the average cost. ; 

Lawrence is a rapidly growing college and is recognized 
as being in the first rank of institutions of college grade. 

: SEND FOR CATOLOGUE 

- PY sc sell
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DO YOU WANT THIS 

RAED AND DO THIS 

Send to The Progressive American for beautiful colored 

photograph of this Casserole. When you get the card show it to 
your friends. 

Ohi ae 

RETAIL PRICE $3.00, YOURS FOR FIFTY CENTS 

: Secure three new subscribers to The Progressive American 

at $1.00 each. Send the three subscriptions, and the Casserole is 
yours. The new subscribers may each secure a Casserole for an 
additional fitty cents, Every new subscriber by paying $1.50 may 

secure the magazine for one year and this beautiful dish. The 
retail price of this Casserole is $3.00. It is only by special arrange- 
ment with the manufacturers that we can offer this beautiful 
Romafin Ware for such a trifling sum. Address, 

THE PROGRESSIVE AMERICAN, 

Waukesha, Wis. 

| ° -
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a 

RESOURCES AND EQUIPMENT. 

Beautiful Campus and Athletic Field of 40 acres over- 

looking Rock River. . 

15 Modern Buildings, including a Science Hall, Gymna- 

sium, Library, Chapel and Women’s Dormitories. 

Productive endowment of $1,090,000 and an annual net 

. income of over $100,000. . 

Science work unusually strong along lines preparatory to 

professional study. 

. FACULTY AND STUDENT BODY. 

A Faculty of 30 men and an enrollment of 410 students, 

256 men and 154 women. 

Persona! supervision of class-room work and of student 

activities in Oratory. Debating and Athletics by competent 

Professors and Directors. 

Beloit College holds first place in Debating, Oratory and 

Athletics among the Colleges of the Middle West. : 

/ THE CURRICULUM. 

Furnishes ample. foundation for General Culture and : 

preparation for Professional Study in Commerce, Law, Medi- 

cine, Engineering, Forestry and Agriculture. 

H. D. DENSMORE, Registrar, 

: . BELOIT, WISCONSIN.
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Ripon Colleg 
RIPON, WISCONSIN 

Some Ripon College Aphorisms 

That is a dead college whose end is to be a college. We 
exist to qualify for citizenship. The key word is efficiency. 

* * * * 
The imperative demaud of any college is real teaching by 

strong teachers. Equipment bears the relation to teaching that 
the cell-covering does to the life of the cell. It is necessary, 
but not vital. A student is not made by the distribution of 
building around his body, but by the impartation of “come-to- 
stay” impulses in his soul. The log may be hewn out into the 
Science Hall, but there is no dispensing with the Mark Hopkins. 

* * * * 

We cannot dispense with hard brainsweating, truthseeking 
scholarship. We cannot sacrifice purposetul virile life attitudes, 
but without cheapening the ideals fostered in the old traditional 
college atmosphere, we must have the touch of reality which is 
needed for successful life. 

| * * * * 
! We do not see that study is less cultural because more 

useful. But we ever aim to have sufficient foundation to make 
. possible a tall superstructure in the future. We are proud of 

the achievements of our students after leaving college in their 
specific lines of world’s work. This is the final test—the output. 

* * * * 

Serving in the interests of a true democracy, Ripon Colleg 
will aim to cultivate the -virtue of économy, in discouraging 
extravagance. The aim is not only to.conserve the student’s 
cash, but to conserve as well his character. 

* * * * 

We aim to make the common life of Ripon College a 
socially broadening influence, and through chapel, campus, and 
bleachers, encourage the living expression of strong unity with . 
rich variety. : . 

SILAS EVANS, D. D., President. 
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’ ITalits. of Wisconsin. 

Herd Bulls of Wisconsi 
BROWN COUNTY. Burbach, J. F., Cambria, Wis., Henger- 

Roeckel, Joseph P., Lark, Wis., King veld De Kol Signet; Sire Hengerveld De 

Hengerveld Ormsby 44391; Sire Sir Orms- Kol Piebe; Dam Signet Hengerveld of Lake 

by Hengerveld 37893; Dam Countess Win- Side. 
kel 77132. k Curtis, I, Ty wyccena, Wis., Artis Wal- 

BUFFALO COUNTY. er Pietertje ; Sire Artis De Kol Wal- 
ker 35605; jetertj 

Knospe, Charles G., Alma, Wis., Windsor ker 2 035) ‘Dam! Daisy” Walker” Pictertie 

Johanna De Kol 56215; Sire Sir Ormsby 
Johanna De Kol 37689; Dam Mantel Piebe DANE COUNTY. 

Johanne spe Ke er COUNTY: Allis, F. W., Madison, Wis., Sir Topsy 
Biederman, H. & Sons Co Grantsburg. Pontiac 68827; Sire King of the Pontiacs 

Wis, RD. No. 3, Box 30, King of Lady °7037) Dam Aggie Topsy De Kol 54997. 
Maderia 46927; Sire Sir Johanna Piebe De , Blanchar, S. E., Windsor, Wis. Zuba 
Kol 37074; Dam Lady Maderia 68661. Burke Prince Hartog 56631; Sire Prince 

CALUMET COUNTY. Feauty Pistertie Hartog 45074; Dam Zuba 
g e Kol Burke ‘ 

Griem & Hipke, New Holstein, Wis., ‘ . au 3 : ‘ 

Bergsma Canary Paul 57292; Sire Canary ents. Jone. un Paine, Wisi Sir Sadie 

Paul 48328; Dam De Kol Bergsma Aggie ‘ pe. 3 Sire Sir Sadia Cornu- 
91084. copia 42152; Dam Princess De Kol Artis 

Pingel, A. G., Chilton, Wis., R. 1, Korn- 49947. . . 

dyke Sit Ormsby; Sire Korndyke Sir De _, Farwell Bros., De Forest, Wis., Sir Jose- 
Kol Tritomia; Dam Jeannette Gwot Orms- phine De Kol Pontiac 50877; Sire Pontiac 

by. Sadie Julip 36323; Dam Josephine De Kol 

B. F. Winckler, Chilton, Wis, Oakhurst Pauline 56436. 
Milk and Butter King 55045; Sire The Milk Farwell, Hartwell, De Forest, Wis., Sir 
and Butter King 41114; Dam Aaggie Duch- Josephine De Kol Pontiac 50877. 

ess Oakhurst 84996. Peck, M. F. & Sons, Marshall, Wis., King 
CLARK COUNTY. Fonte a Ne Sire King of the Pon- 

Imig Bros. Neillsville, Wis., Plain View "6S ; Dam Pontiac Asia ee 
Johanna Fayne 68602; Sir Johanna Aaggie Pe ee Weone Mount sored, Wis, 

Rayne 42141; Dam Patty Netherland Pledge Beryl Wayne 47394; Dain Akipanmer Er: 

Konecny, Joe F., Dorchester, Wis. Jo- "estine Alma ; . : 
hanna Clothilde 6th Korndyke 55282; Sire porister c. Oz Blue dMounds, Wis. Prince 

Douglass De Kol Korndyke 41413; Dam Kol P 1 O87 (SN; Sire) Beryl vane 
Johanna Clothilde 6th 77809. Kol Paul 28785;-Dam: Quoane Moot Mary 

Kraus, W., Thorp, Wis., Johanna Clo- Ruste, C. O., Blue Mounds, Wis. Harri 

thilda 4s Paul 34985; Sire Johanna De Kol uste, C. O., Blue Mounds, Wis., Harri- 

Paul 25465; Dam Johanna Clothilda 4th. ette De Kol Butter King 64374; Sire The 
: 5 : King of Butter Kings 50739; Dam Harriette 

COLUMBIA COUNTY. De Kol Zoa 50039. 

Barstow, James E., Randolph, Wis., The University of Wisconsin, Madison, 

Korndyke Hengerveld Burk 65810; Sire Wis., University Johanna De Kol 47001; 

Korndyke Hengerveld Gerben De Kol Sire De Kol 2d’s Paul De Kol No. 2, 23366; 

50361; Dam Heilo Aggie Duchess 69279. . Dam Johanna Clothilde 4th 60986. .._ so i
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DODGE COUNTY. Clark, James D., Fond du Lac, Wis., Sir Barstow. A. F.. Randolph, Wis., Duchland Johanna De Kol Wit 2nd Lad; Sire Sir Colantha Sir Count 60996; Sire Colantha Johanna De Kol Wit 2nd 44178; Dam Jo- Johanna Lad, Dam Topsy Hengerveldt De hanna Colantha Pietertje De Kol 96357. Kol 2nd 82381. Gillett, W. J., Rosendale, Wis., Colantha Bussewitz, W. E., Juneau, Wis.. King Johanna’ Champion 45674; Sire Sir Fayne Fobes Oak De Kol 60046; Sire Fobes Tri- Concordia 35227; Dam Colantha 4th Jo- " tomia Mutual De Kol 40534; Dam Oak De hanna 48577 
Kol 3d 100733. King Prilly Pietertje 46212; Sire Beauty Condon, Thomas, Hustisford. Wis., Count Pietertje Butter King 38462; Dam Mildred Homestead DeKol 57105; Sire Homestead, Walker 66239. . . Jr. DeKol 28400; Dam Blanche Frisby Peebles. E. C., Fond du.Lac, Wis., Prince 44132. Bryonia_Korndyke 43139: Sire Korndyke Frank, Andrew, Fox Lake, Wis. Sir Wayne Paul De Kol 32571; Dam Bryonia Korndyke Johanna Bonhem Sth 70113; Sire Woodland 56879. . . . Sir Korndyke Johanna Bonheor 53589; Dam Simmons, W. A. & Son, Ripon, Wis., Sir Rogersville Belle 2d 70243. -Hengerveld Model Johanna 40338; Sire Gibbs, Edwin D., Fox Lake, Senior Bull, Hengerve'd De Kol 23102; Dam Belle Mod- Sir Korndyke Johanna Bonheur 53589: Sire el Johanna 59986. 
Korndyke Wayne Paul De Kol 32571; Dam Jewel Paul 29463; Sire Springvale Duch- Johanna Bonheur 2d 71015 ess 2d's Paul 28428; Dam Katie Jewel Mer- Dutchland Colantha Bell Boy; Sire Co-  cedes 53252. . lantha Johanna Lad 32481: Dam Henger- G. H. Stanchfield, Fond du Lac, Wis., veld Empress of the Elms 82273. Jewel Sarcastic Lad 54802; Sire Johanna Hilker, Frank L., Watertown. Wis. R.  Co‘antha’s T.ad 28296; Dam Colantha De No. 7, Johanna Mercedes Boon: Sire Clyde Kol Jewel 59082. . . De Kol Boon: Dam Johanna Mercedes. Stanchfield, S. C.. Fond du Lac, Wis., Sir Jones. S. B. & Son. Watertown. Wis., Segis Pontiac’ 49598: Sire Pontiac De Kol Fubes Tritomia Mutual De Kol 40534; Sire Hengerveld 38546; Dam Segis Korndyke Muvil Mutual De Kol 32846; Dam Tessie Cornucopia 74954. . Fubes 2d Tritomia 44130: Dam Jessie Fubes Tullodge, A. E., Oakfield, Wis., King Co- ‘ Bessie Homestead 100742. . Iusa Korndyke N 57873 H. F. H. B.; Sire Mullen, A. M. & Son, Watertown. Wis., Korndyke Hengeveld De Kol 40273 H. F Norwood Heilo Aaegie Hengerveld 65015: H.B: Dam Colusa Mescedes De Kol 56882 Sire Hengerveld Model Tohanna 40338; oH. F. H. B. Dam Heilo Aaggie Piebe De Kol 91468. Wright, Tompkins. Waupun. Wis., Jo- Norton. Peter J.. Watertown Wis. Sir hanna Bonheur 2d Segis 58466; Sire Jo- Fayne Johanna De Kol 64423; Sire Home- hanna McKinley Segis 44367; Dam Johanna stead Fayne De Kol 38457; Dam Jessie Jo- Bonheur 2d 71015. 
hanna De Kol 97693. Claggett. A. B., Waupun, Wis., Lady Oak Seefeld, Aug, Theresa. Wis.. Ormshy Jes- Homestead Ormsby Korndvke 59139, Sire sie Cornucopia 49282; Sire Panl Ormsby Sir Johanna Korndyke 42940. Dam Lady ee Dam prsve Corcopia 82049 - Oak Homestead Ormsby 78870. ette. .., luneau. is.. Fohes Favne 

‘'Y. De Kol 50424: Sire Fobes Tritomia Mutat Ames pORPEN SoMa oklyn, Wis., De Kol 40534; Dam Grace Fayne 2d’s Girl Rackdale Senator De Kol 62061; Sire Rock. 2d 76104 . _— dale Perfection De Kol 51371: Dam Susie Horatio Ryder, Hustisford. Wis., Sir Ge- Hengerveld Pauline De Kol 94858. 
wins Vomenterd De'Kol 5838: Sieg Home- SST wibcre. Ie Mounaclio Wik, Reka stead Oak Piehe De Kol 39639; Dam Lilly Ormsby ‘Duke 43468, Tesse Fobes 5th Im- 
Gewina 2d 67090. proved Homestead 60045; Sire Homestead 

DUNN COUNTY. . . Ormshv Duke 35256. Sir Homestead Ji De Jacobson Bros. Menomonie, Wis.. Sir Kol; Dam Altia Salo Reka 49337, Tessie % Done'ass Korndyke 48233: Sire Kornd'-e Fohes Sth 39948. Wavne Paul De Kol 32574; Dam Abbie Barmase. T. J. & Sons. Monroe, Wis., - 
Douglass De Kol 2d 65690. Pehe Johanna Champion; Sire Colantha Jo- EAU CLAIRE COUNTY. hanna Chamnion 45674; Dam Pebe Long- Comings. Geo. F., Ean Claire. Wis.. field Night 75749. Olastee Sir Tohanna De Kol 63408; Sire Patton, T. T., Juda, Wis., Dutch Fayne University Johanra De Kol 47001; Dam Hengerveld; Sire Segis Fayne Hengerveld; Katenctein Alm> Marie 69071. Dam Dutch Korndyke Butter Girl... Paddock, E. B.. Anousta, Wis. De Kal -Penn, T. C.. Monroe. Wis., Maple Lane Acma Johanna 73573: Sire Tessie Forbes 24.6 Sir Kantie Alexander 68507; Sire Hillside Tretomia Homestead 57104: Dam Lady Dé ‘Alexander De Kol 38022; Dam Kantje Pal- Kol Acma 2d Johanna 108447, => mor 43488. Of sti ited FOND DU LAC CoTNTV. J. 1.. Roderick. Brodhead, Wis.. Mink La 

Rird. S. H..:Sonth Peran,“Wis;’Fohec ‘Ne Te Kal 2d 67090: Mink Lad De Kol 45218; 
Kol Homestead 55736; Sire Homestead Jr Dam Rowena Vale Tietze 103418. °° = De Kol- 28400; Dam Jessie Fobes Maud Stauffather, E. R. Monroe, Wis., Sir . Burke 56945. ~ America Wayne De Kol 2d 64394; Sire Sir 

le
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America Wayne De Kol 40803; Dam Lady Kol Mechthilde Longfield 53917. 
Tuebie 68297. . King Segis Pontiac Witkop 53918; Sire 
Tochterman, C. Jr., Monroe, Wis., Piebe King Segis Pontiac 44444; Dam Aaggie 

Longfield De Kol 51217; Sire Homestead Witkops Iuka De Kol 83492. 
Longfield De Kol 40533; Dam Piebe Queen Fobes Homestead Mooie 41378; Sire 
Sth De Kol 62362. . Mooie Mutual De Kol 32846; Dam Jessie 

Sir Snowball Sarcastic 60372; Sire Sir Fobes 6th’s Homestead 64296: 
Snowball Sarcastic 60372; Dam Snowball Hengerveld De Kol of Lake Side 48995; 
Pink. Sire Hengerveld De Kol 23102; Dam Blon- 

Wolter, Edward, Monroe, Wis., box 63, dean Star Boon 49708. 
Reka Ormsby Duke.3d 64602; Sire Reka Faville, S. W., Lake Mills, Wis., Long- 
Ormsby. Duke 43468j..Dam Ira Mercedes field Sir De Kol 41662; Sire Almeda Luecke 
Mechthilde 63859: °)...: 2d’s Piebe De Kol 28660; Dam Longfield 1 

Hasse, John A., Monroe, Wis., White 2d 37842. 
Clyde 64213; Sire King Hengerveld Cloth- Gates. W. R.. Fort Atkinson, Wis., Wood- 
ilde De Kol 44304; Dam Duskino Pauline. crest Pietje Nig; Sire Pietje 22d’s Wood- 

Freitag, J. H., Monticello, Wis., Madrigal crest Lad; Dam Allie Nig. 
Concordia Sir Johanna 49874; Sire Johanna Gormley Bros., Jefferson, Wis., Sir Segis 
Rue Sarcastic Lad 34990; Dam Madrigal Beets De Kol 71982; Sire King Segis Beets 
Concordia 69650. 48702; Dam Mercedes De Kol Burke Cor- 

GREEN LAKE COUNTY. nelia 73175. Prince of Hillsboro 40194; Sire 
Betry, H. W. & Son, Berlin, Wis. R. F. Jacob Johanna 31299; Dam Diomandia Dio 

D. No. 2, Clelia Changeling Boy 69649; Sire 57058. 

Changeling Butter Boy 41398; Dam Clelia Hetts, John, Fort Atkinson, Wis. Mu- 
Pauline 73558 tual Piebe De Kol 44554; Sire Mooie Mu- 

IOWA COUNTY. tual De Kol 32846; Dam Esther Piebe De 
Arneson, H. A., Barneveld, Wis., Sir Jo- Kol 2d 66791. 

hanna Inka Gem Hengerveld 71304; Sire Hoyt, Henry, Lake Mills, Wis., Quoque 
Norwood Inka Hengerveld De Kol 52804; Etta Shadeland Son 50963; Sire Shadeland 
Dam Johanna Clothilde 3d’s Gem 107874. | Beryl 38892; Dam Quoque Etta 51462. 

Gordon, J. Roy, Mineral Point, Wis., Kopplin, Albin, Waterloo, Wis. R. 2, 

Prince Gazelle Johanna Mechthilde 70159; Hengerveld. Elba 49176; Sire Homestead 

Sire Sir Johanna De Kol of Palestine 45332; Fayne De Kol 38457; Dam Grace Fayne 

Dam Gazella Mechthilde Pietertje Assn. 2d's Girl 58642. . 

92496. Markey, Walter H., Sullivan, Wis., Sir 

Roberts, Albert, Mineral Point, Wis., Sir Mechthilde Johanna Pontiac 75371; Sire Jo- 

Altoana Canary 50959; Sire Sir Canary Piet- hanna Pontiac De Kol 41989; Dam Aaltje 

ertje 48024; Dam Altoana Carlotta Nether- Salo Netherland Mechthilde 2d 97185. 

land Pietertje. Markey, Walter H., Sullivan, Wis., Ca- 
IRON COUNTY. nary Paul 48328; Sire Pietertje Henger- 

Emerson, David W., Emerson, Wis., veld’s Paul De Kol; Dam Canary Mercedes’ 

Prince Johanna Salma 60475; Sire Sir Jo- Brightest. . . ‘ 
hanna DeKol 12th 43305; Dam Salma Al- | Montague & Bridge, Lake Mills, Wis., 
meda DeKol 88564. Norwood Segis Inka -Hengerveld 65017; 

JACKSON COUNTY. Sire Sir Hengerveld Model Johanna 40338; 

Bristol, F. J. & Sons Co, Oakfield, Wis, Dam A. & G. De Kol Segis Inka 2d 65523. 
Johanna McKinley Segis 44367; Sire King _ Montague & Bridge, Lake Mills, Wis. 
Segis 36168; Dam Johanna De Kol Van Riverside King Segis 48356; Sire King Seg- 
Beers 75131. is 36168; Dam Riverside Ormsby De Kol 

Korndyke Hengerveld De Kol 40273; Sire 75802. ; “ 
Pontiac Korndyke 25982; Dam Pontiac Tri- Montague, C. R., Lake Mills, Wis., Hen- 
umph 51590. gerveld De Kol Beets 68941; Sire Sir Hen- 

. Korndyke Hengerveld Artis 61130; Sire gerveld Beets 49742; Dam Lillian Crumhorn 

Sir Korndyke Pontiac Artis 46301; Dam De Kol 74703. . , 5 
Queen Veeman Wayne 99280. Nass, Ernst, Jefferson Wis., Sir Heilo 

JEFFERSON COUNTY. Oak Burke €9917; Sire Ilomestead Ormsby 

Anthes, Henry, Jefferson, Wis. Mutual Duke 35256; Dam Heilo Oak Burke 67590, 

Phebe De Kol 44554; Sire Mooie Mutual A. R. O. 19.367 lbs. in 7 days. 
De Kol 32846; Dam Esther Phebe De Kol JUNEAU COUNTY. 
2d 66791. Hall, Wm. H., Wonewoc, Wis., King Jo- 

Authes Bros., Jefferson, Wis., Johanna hanna Korndyke Segis 69552; Sire Johanna 
McKinley Segis; Sire King Segis; Dam McKinley Segis 44367; Uneeda Dolly Korn- 
Johanna De Kol Van Beers. dyke 86488. ; . : 

Crump, Jesse M., Lake Mills, Wis., Segis Wagner, J. M., Union Center, Wis. Leo 

Korndyke Wayne De Kol 60860; Sire Netherland Aaltje 72422; Sire Aaltje Salo 

Prince Segis Korndyke 38835; Dam Wad- Mercedes De Kol Prince 39357;. Dam Prin- 
mantje De Kol Wayne 2d 92567, cess Leo Netherland 3d 78154. 

Everson, Wm, Lake Mills, Wis., Duke Keel Eli, Juneau, Wis. Monee St. John, 
Johanna De Kol Mechtilde 38684; ,Sire Sire St. John Prince 27713, Dam Prairie 
Zauca De Kol Sir Johanna 30407; Dam De _ Belle Monee 89386, 

as ca
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KENOSHA COUNTY. die Cornucopia 52738; Sire Aggia Cornu- 
Holt, C. D. & Son, Pleasant Prairie, Wis., COPia Johanna Lad Jr. 36914; Dam Ononis 

Sir Ormsby Johanna De Kol Sth 56214; Sire Monarch De Kol Vale 86445. Johanna Pon- 
Sir Ormsby Johanna De Kol; Dam Friend tiac De Kol 41980; Sire Johanna Rue 3d 
Ivy Butter Girl 79980. Lad 26939; Dam Pontiac Echo De Kol 

Stephenson, Isaac, Marinette, Wis., Ad- 65770. 
miral Walker. Prilly 72923; Sire Artis De MONROE COUNTY. 
Kol Walker 35605; Dam Lottie Walker Anderson, T. E., Tunnel: City, Wis., Sir 
Spofford 87436. . Heilo Pontiac 59779; Sire Pontiac Tephyrne 

Gertrude Wayne Kenosha King 66120; 39426; Dam Herlo Aaggie De Kol Abbekirk 
Sire Christmas Pontiac King 52983; Dam  6]055. 
Gertrude Wayne 76665. . ‘ Ascott, W. H., Sparta, Wis., Sir Korn- 
Wayne Colantha | Champion: Sire Co- dyke Hengerveld DeKol 27th 71943; Sire 

lantha Johanna Champion 45674; Dam_ Gir Korndyke Hengerveld DeKol 41266; 
Queen Netherland Wayne 2d Belle 130110. Dam Pietertje Maid of Grouw 3rd 53646. 

LA CROSSE COUNTY. A. R. O. 2184. . 
Nuttelman, Fred, West Salem, Wis., Sir Heintz, Herman, Tomah, Wis., Count 

Ormsby Wartena Hengerveld 60514; Sire Lord Netherland De Kol 49803; Sire Lord 

Sir Ormsby Hengerveld De Kol 31212; Dam Netherland De Kol 22187; Dam Countess 
A Winnie Wartena Hengerveld De Kol 71214. Roelia De Kol pe. Soak. Wise Ri 3 

orse, Mrs. Mary C., Sparta, Wis., R. 3, 
UA FAYEDIE COUNTY: box 58, Filled Sir Alcartra 56099; Sire Al: 

Brenum, John H.. Gratiot, Wis., Sir Jo- cartra Polka Dot Corrector 30624; Dam 
hanna Beauty 50504; Sire Johanna Belle’s  Fij'eqd De Kol 81287 2 

Sir Fayne 42144; Dam Snowdrop Beauty Van der Schaaf, Charles, Sparta, Wis. 
7th 81073. Sir Korndyke Loldusky De Kol 56989: Sire 

Engebretson. Anthony. Gratiot, Wis., Sir Sir Korndyke Hengerveld De Kol 41266; 
Johanna De Kol 22d 73995: Sire Sir Jo- Pam Loldusky De Kol Queen 52153. , 
hanna De Kol 25467; Dam Flora May Belle 
89335. OUTAGAMIE COUNTY. 

Martin, W. T.. Darlington. Wis., Sir Tose- Carpenter, E. G., Hortonville, Wis., Jewel 
phine Lotta 38739: Sire Sir Josephine Mech- Colantha Prince Alex 37055; Sire Ottawa 
thilde Pietertie 32110: Dam Ida Lotta 50027. Prince Alex 29316; Dam Mechthilde Jewel 

LINCOLN COUNTY. Beauty Colantha 52925. 
Lincoln County Home, Merrill, Wis., Sir Pabst Duke 57116; Sire Gem Belle Terzool 

Korndyke Parthenea De Kol 3d; Sire Sir King 44658; Dam Delafield Queen 96588. 
i Korndyke Parthenea De Kol; Dam De Kol Schaefer, Geo. R.. Appleton, Wis., R. R. 

Parthenea Pauline 4th A. No. 2, Prince Inka De Kol Rue cones: Sire 
M. ‘s Prince Inka Mercedes De Ko ; Dam 

; ANITOWOC COUNTY ; Bessie De Kol Rue 2d 79374. | Manitowoc County Asylum, Manitowoc, Schaef R J, Applet Wis. Sir J 
Wis., Pinehurst Johanna Rietje 73491: Sire h enacter, 25, MPPAEEONy, TY Sn: OIF OF 

. . . . anna Piebe 53257: Sire Sir Johanna Ruth Piebe Champion 60577; Dam Pinehurst 42142: D. Piebe L field Night 78749 
Piebe Rigtje 112761. 7 Dam fiebe Longe 1g) 5 

| Stein, Jos. ier eand: Wise R No. 2, RACINE COUNTY. 
Johanna De Kol Pau othilde 3d; Sire Burgess, A. A., Rochester, Wis., Wal- 
Johanna De Kol Paul Clothilda 35576; Dam aorth' Johanna Lad 35453; Sire Zanca De 

Dalinda E'baie 56313. Kol Sir Johanna 30407; Dam Walworth 
MARATHON COUNTY. Queen 62436. w s R 

Heil, Fred, Wausau, Wis., Segis Colantha Schroeder, . C., Cooper Sta., Racine, 
Johanna 59237; Sire Johann. McKinley Wis., Prince Inka Meredies De ol 2d 60841, 
Segis 44367; Dam Uneeda Colantha Korn- Sire Prince Inka Meredies De Kol 43306, 
dyke 86491. Dam Netherland Johanna De Kol 2d 61871. 

MILWAUKEE COUNTY. ROCK COUNTY. w 

Ackerman, G. H., Milwaukee. Wis.. Leila Kimble, R., Milton Junction, Wis., Jarie 
Pietertie Butter Boy De Kol 47850; Sire De De Kol Gatske 69048; Sire Sir Jarie 34469; 
Kol 2d’s Butter Bov 3d 23260; Dam Leila Dam Princess De Kol Gatske 6370!. 

q Pietertje Inka De Kol 54451. Hol'enbeck, F., Clinton, Wis., King Doug- 
: Cramer, S. S., farm at Hartland, Wis. lass De Kol Korndyke 60122; Sire Korn- 

! 215 National Ave. Milwaukee, Dutchland dyke Wayne Paul De Kol 32571; Dam Dolly 
Sir Pontiac Korndvke 51543; Sire Dutch- Douglass Korndyke De Kol 73197. at 
land Sir Pontiac Rae Apple 47282; Dam |, Morris, Dominick, Clinton, Wis., Prince 
Butter Belle Pride 48250. Johanna Korndyke Segis 76375; Sire Johan- 
Milwaukee County-Farm, Ferdinand Bark, na McKinley Segis 44367; Dam Uneeda Jo- 

2 superintendent, Wauwatosa. Wis.. Sir Orms- hanna Korndyke 97773. . . ae 
by Piebe Burke 2d 70445, H: FH. B.: Sire McKinney, W. J. Clinton, Wis., King 
Sir-Ormshy Piebe Burke 45480, H.F..H. Bryonia_Korndyke 53300, Sire’ Korndyke 
B:: Dam Queen of Alden Longfield De Kol Wayne Paul De Kol 32571, Dam Brvoria 
72330, H. F. H. B: : --4: Woodland: 56879. Milk 430.4 Ibs. Butter - 

Rust, Julius, West Allis, Wis., Ononis Sa» 22.161 Ibs. « :
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SAUK COUNTY. Thomas, R. H., Delavan, Wis., Count De 
Young, George, Reedsburg, Wis., Wal- Kol Mercedes II 56166; Sire Count De Kol 

ker Korndyke Walker 70910; Sire Walker Mercedes 45211; Dam Rose of Erie Neth- 
Korndyke Segis 50347; Dam Molly Walker erland 102474. 
Pietertje 87396. Voss, John G., Elkhorn, Wis., Lakeside 

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY. Model Alban 71013; Sire Ida Lyons 2d’s 
Bates, G. W., Waldo, Wis. Johanna Korndyke 51518; Dam Alban De Kol 36714. 

Belle’s Sir Fayne 42144; Sire Sir Fayne Wall, Jno. H., Elkhorn, Wis., Canary 
Concordia 35227; Dam Johanna Belle 65445. Paul Douglass 59340; Sire Canary Paul 

Breher, H. W. and L. J., Sheboygan Falls, 48328; Dam De Kol Douglass 50667. 
Wis., Sir Inka Johanna 51625; Sire Prima Watrous, E. B., Troy Center, Wis., Aaltje 
Inka Mercedes De Kol 43306; Dam Jo- Salo Johanna Pontiac; Sire Johanna Pon- 
hanna De Kol Wit 61874 tiac De Kol 41980; Dam Aaltje Salo 8th ‘ 
pe Waldo, aes Teddy Fobes 35240. 

; Sire eodore Soldene ; Dam 5 ji i i 

Lady Belle Fobes 87518. Rosalind 61471, Hot HB; Sire Manor 5 » H, . B; or 
ppemner, Wm. Sheboygan Falls, Wis Johanna De Kol 37793, H. T. H. B: Dam 

mwoor ir ountje orndyke 7: i "4 5 Sire Douglass De Kol Korndyke 41413; Manor Rosalind Betle Korndyke 81271, H. 

Dam Hountje F. 2d 49130. Wis i 
Miller, J. W., Adel. Wis, R. 19, Melchior yWi8consin School for the Deaf, Delavan, . 

De Kol ‘Burke’ 2d 58290; Sire Melchior De Vis» Leila Pietertje Myranda De Kol: Sire 
. A 2 gor © Liela Petertje Prince De Ko : 

Kol Burke ,42358; Dam Bellie Nancy Mel- ¥7"'B; Dam Kina Myranda 90272 H. F. 
_Truttschel, Chas., Sheboygan Falls, Wis., H. B. 

Sir Ristie of FTineburst 60462; Sire Sir Pie- WASHINGTON COUNTY. 

be ponent ate 37094; Dam Rigtje Endich, Andrew, Allenton, Wis., R. 1, 
Giddings H. P., Sheboygan Falls, Wis., hox 71, Sir Gelsche Walker Segis 2d 59082; 

Piebe Champion 60577, Sire Co'antha Jo- Sire Sir Gelsche Walker Segis 44603; Dam 
hanna Champion 45674, Dam Piebe Long- Gelschecola 34 98287. 
field Night 75749. 4 Hosterman, Henry, Hartford, Wiss Kor . 

lyke Netherlan ayne De Kol ; Sire 

: ST. CROIX COUNTY. oo. ars Korndyke Wayne Paul De Kol 32571; Dam 
Imrie, David, Roberts, Wis.. Sir Korn-  Bertina Netherland De Kol 56880. 

dyke Hengerveld Johanna 53821; Sire Sir Jaeckel, J. A., Jackson, Wis. Sir Johann: 
Korndyke Hengerveld De Kol 41266; Dam wWjartena 46067: Sire Sir Aaltj S. i WwW id 

Easle Johanna De Kol 61166. tena 31894; Dam Netherland Johanna Rue 
WALWORTH COUNTY. 24 58125. ° 

Coates, O. P., Elkhorn, Wis., Headlight Konrad, Jacob, S. Germantown, Wis., Dr. 
De Kol 35621; Sire Hengerveld De-Kol Johanna Korndyke 55128; Sire Korndyke 
23102; Dam Pontiac Lachesis 47774. Netherland Wayne De Kol 47306; Dam Jo- 

Dunbar, Harry D., Elkhorn, Wis., Johan- hanna Star 99195. . 
na Korndyke Segis 58465; Sire Johanna Mc- Menschke, William, Barton, Wis., R. 2, 
Kinley Segis 44367; Dam Uneeda- Douglas Evergreen Hengerve'd Segis 76637; Sire 
Korndyke 86493. Pietertje Hengerveld Segis 44781; Dam Ar- 

Kaye & Murphy, Walworth, Wis., Colo- cady Pontiac Tonquin 108965. 
nel Douglass Korndyke 55467: Sire Korn- Puls, John, Hartford, Wis., Aaggie Corn- 
dyke Wayne Paul De Kol 32571; Dam Ab- copia Pauline Count 13th 44293; Sire Aag- 
bie Douglass De Kol 56877. Skylark gie Cornucopia Pauline Count 29642; Dam 
Sir Aaggie Johanna 74259; Sire Sir Tirania Johanna 63475. : 
Skylark De Kol Ormsby 37685; Dam Dora Schroeder, C. A. & Son, West Bend, Wis., 

Aaggie Johanna 74670. Sir Johanna De Kol 25467; Sire Sir Johanna 
LaBar, Daniel E., Delavan, Wis., Zanca 23446; Dam Johanna De Kol 2d 42168. 

De Kol Sir Ormsby 47236; Sire Sir Skylark Sir Hengerveld De Kol Ormsby 31211; 
De Kol Ormsby 37685; Dam Zanca Parthe- Sire Gem Pietertje Hengerveld Paul De 
nea Johanna 69155. Kol 23311; Dam Duchess Ormsby 2d 35439. 

Palmer, W. E., Elkhorn, Wis., Pleasant Sir Johanna De Kol 19th 64143; Sire Sir 
Hill Veeman Korndyke 66917: Sire Sir Johanna De Kol 25467; Dam Mercedes 
Korndyke Pontiac Artis 46301: Dam Pleas- . Athenia Inka De Kol: 72761. 
ant Hill Hattie Veeman 101954. © Schultz, Ed. M., Hartford, Wis., Johanna 

Petrie, E. C., Elkhorn, Wis., Pleasant Hill Colantha Sargastic Lad 38402, Sire Sarcastic 

Veeman Pontiac 66918: Sire Sir Korndyke Lad 23971, Dam Johanna Colantha 48578, 

Pontiac Artis 46301; Dam Stella Veeman Dr. Johanna DeKol 63555, Sire Korndyke 

Korndyke 97765. Netherland Wayne DeKol 47306, Dam Jo- 

Taylor. C. J., Whitewater, Wis. R_F. D. hanna Star Piebe 99196. 

No. 3, Sir Korndyke Hengerveld Denver Eifert G. C., Hartford. Wis.. Mutual 

50145; Sire Sir Korndyke Hengerveld De Fobes Homestead Rose 60048, Sire Fobes 
Kol 41266; Dam Friend De Kol Denver Tritomia Mutual DeKol 40534, Dam Wild 

84274. Rose Piebe Homestead 79500.
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WAUKESHA COUNTY. weer Dr. Dovid, Woceernts Wis. 

Baird, S. A. & Son, Waukesha, Wis., Sir ing Hengerveld Pondyke ; Sire King 
Walker Segis 50672; Sire King Segis 36168; of the Pontiacs 39037; Dam Clothilde Nellie 
Dam Lillian Walker De Kol 63667. 73897. . eee ; 
Dutchland Colantha Sir Change 67773; Sire Schley Bros., Waukesha, Wis., Wisconsin 
Colantha Johanna Lad 32481; Dam First Bess 4th’s Piebe 41287; Sire Minnie Sandes 
Change 66959. 2d sr Piebe De Kole Dam Wisconsin | Bess 

Gunderson, Mrs. Maria E., Oconomowoc, + Mary al 35 sire Canary. 
Wis, R. 25, Cloverdale Fictertie, Posch a Salma 2d’s: Pietertje De 

3; Sire Sir Homestead Posc'! e Kol Sears . 
37314; Dam Pietertje Lass 2d’s Johanna ,, Watson & Will, Menomonee Falls, Wis, 
79288. Sir Ormsby Hengerveld Schoone See Hon ae rece 3 rm 0043. Dan 
73171; Sire Sir Saas Hengerveld De Kol Grmeby Qucea 10s. > Dam 
31212, H. F. H. B.; Dam Aaggie Schoone Wisconsin Home ‘and Farm School, Dous: 

. . man, is. Johanna Colantha’s La 
Howell, D. J., Waukesha, Wis., R. No. 9, 69633; Sire Johanna Colantha’s Lad 28296; 

Hillvale Sir Ormsby 61086; Sire Sir Orms- Dam Jennie Zula 46626. 
by Hengerveld De Kol 31212; Dam Johanna WAUPACA COUNTY. 

Burke 79538. Erickson, Jno., Waupaca, Wis. R. F. D. 
Leonard, W. B. & Son, Brookfield, Wis No. 2, Johanna De Colantha Champion 

Duke of Holstein De Kol 2d 60905; Sire 60574; Sire Colantha Johanna Champion 
Duke of Holstein De Kol 37950 H. F. H. 45674; Dam Johanna DeColantha 2663. 
B. Dam Fyra Pietertje Ringwood 49258 Steege, Ferd, Embarrass, Wis., Darington 
H. F. H. B. Johanna Kine 52437; Sire Small Hopes 

Lowry, Wm. & Sons, Waukesha, Wis., Cornucopia Kine 41775; Dam Hannah De 
Oak Side Johanna 61293; Sire Johanna Co- Kol Melchor 74927. 
lantha’s Lad 28296: Dam Nig Alcartra 2d Twetan, Henry A.. Scandinavia. Jewel 
48402. Heilo Oak Pontiac Gem 63634; Sire . Duke Clyde 44072; Sire Johanna Clothilde 
Pontiac Hercules 40853; Dam Heilo Oak- 3d Clyde 30550: Dam Jewel Duchess 64474. 
Burke 67590. Weinnann, A. Tr.. Iola, Wis, Daisy 
Ludwig, Frank, Dousman, Wis., Johanna Oueen Johanna 67916; Sire Sir Johanna 

DeColantha 4th Champion 60573; Sire Co- Bonhuer Fayne; Dam Daisy Queen Neth- 
lantha Johanna Champion 45674 H. F. H.  erlands 2d Piebe 109938 
B. Johanna DeColantha 4th 97424 H. F. WOOD COUNTY, 
H. B. Butters, E. E., Marshfield, Wis., Gem 

McGill, W. D., Menomonee Falls, Wis., Bell Terzool King 44658; Sire Gem Piet- 
Sir Piebe Clothilde De Kol 56357: Sire Joe ertie Paul De Kol 27282; Dam Belle Ter- -< 
Tobes Homestead De Kol 39817; Dam  zool Mechthilde 50119. 
Piebe Estata Clothilde 69555. Schmidt, J. F.. Arpin, Wis., Sir Johanna 
* McLaughlin, Wm., Templeton, Wis., Sir Genevra 53399; Sire Sir Johanna De Kol 
Ormsby Hengerveld De Kol 6th 55645; Sire 12th 43305; Dam Genevra Almeda De Kol 
Sir Ormsby Hengerveld De Kol 31212; Dam 88543. 
Duchess of Beechwood 2d 45168. Vannedom. T. F., Marshfield, Wis., Butter 

Reddelien, H. E., Oconomowoc, Wis., Boy Piebe 42234: Sire Duchess Ormsby 
King Ormsby; Sire Sir Ormsby Hengerveld Piebe Burke 29328; Dam Piebe Queen 2d’s 
De Kol; Dam Queen Ormsby. Princess 45007. 
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FARM CROP STATE. 
IN THE 

| UNION 
=z 

CS i O O 

- [bm 7 
WRITE TO 

W. H. KILLEN, ‘AND COMMSSIONER: 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

WISCONSIN LAND BOOK 

WISCONSIN LAND GRANT 

CENTRAL | LANDS 

Splendid opportunities along the 

NEW SOO LINES 
For, Stores, Banks, Hotels, Timber Dealers, Livery 

Stables, Blacksmiths, Saw Mills, Etc.
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